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OHAPfER I
THE PROBLEU AW DBPIHITIOMS OP THRMS USH>
Th� siaall and beamtim laland of Jamftidft le flXied
with people. fh� doop lias been open wide to Christian
missions, Jamaica has had a warm place la the hearts of
Prlejwls for nearly three centuries, and they have extended
missionary efforts there over many years. It has been a
mission field of exceptional interest to Friends of the Iowa
Yearly Meeting.
I, THE PROBLIM
Statemsnt of the problem. It was the purpose of
this study to make a backgrotmd study of the Island, its
people, and factors relevant to Christian missions, and to
give a brief survey of general missionary endeavor on the
Island, preparatory to a discussion of Friends missionary
work in Jamaica past and present, with partloular interest
oentering upon the development �f the indigenous Church and
the importance of Christian education in this development.
^^ortanee of the study. Christian missions rest
upon the explicit command of Christ to evangelize the world#
Broadened understanding and aocurate infomation are useful
to the Church in its endeavor to carry out this command in
any apecifio area. A knowledge of Friends* missions in
2Jamaica thus far is vitally significant to those who will
share in the futisre work and itoould enable them to win
larger victories in the conflict there against personal and
social sins and to see the Kingdom of ^od cone Into trans
formed Jamaican hearts and commianlties.
Methods used. This study was made largely through
the use of the historical research method. It wotjld not
have been possible without access to the annual reports pub*
lished by what is now the American Friends Board of Missions.
Some of these reports are kept in the archives at the Central
Offices, Hlchmond, Indiana, which necessitated using them
there. Other materials were secured from the libraries of
Asbury Theological Seminary, Itolverslty of Kentucky, and
William Penn College, and some material was seoio'ed from
Friends missionaries In Jamaica.
II. PEFIKITTOHS OF TERMS mw
Friends. The terms "Friends^ and ??Quakers" are used
synonymously in this sti^y. The Society of Friends is a
small denomination of the Christian Church which had its
rise in England over three hundred years ago.
Mestingi. Friends use the term "meeting** much as
other denominations use the word "church.** It is usually
used to designate a local group of Friends. It originated
5before Friends were organized a� a eburoh and their gather
ing was singly a roeetinp;* It connotes not only gathering
together in fellowship with one another but also ooaimunion
with aod.
In this stiMy the tern '�meeting'* is used in several
connections. Reference is made to Monthly Meetings, A
Monthly ieeting is an organized group of Friends who meet
monthly for a regular and scheduled business meeting in
addition to whatever other meetings they may have for wor
ship, A Quarterly Meeting refers to joint meetings every
three months held by Monthly Meetings. An annual joint
meeting �f Quarterly Meetings is known as Yearly Meeting,
which is similar to what most dencmilnatlons call Anntial
Conference, fhe Five Years Meeting, composed of fourteen
Yearly Meetings, convenes every five years, and Is similar
to the General Assembly of other denominations on the
national or world level. Actually, th� terms "Monthly
Meeting,** ^Quarterly Meeting,** ''Yearly Meeting,** and ^Flve
Years Meeting" are used both when referring to the group
itself or to the gathering of that group.^
Missions. Robert Hall Glover says that ''the terra
'missions* implies three essential factors, viz., a sender.
What is the Five Years Meeting of Friends? (A
paaqihlet publisJie^ by the Five Years MeeTTng of Friends,
Ri ohmond , Ind iana , ) , p . 4 ,
one sent, one to whom sent,***^ In his book, fhe Progress of
Worm-Wide Missions, he quotes a definition which eonveys
the sense in whieh the term ''missions" Is used in this studyj
^�Christian Missions' is the Proelamation of the Gospel to
the Unconverted Everywhere According to the Command of
Christ.''^
III. OHGAilZAflOI OP THE THESIS
A general background study of the island and people
of Jamaica is presented in chapter two. A brief survey of
the ^urch in Jamlca, with a discussion of some of the
major denominations. Is given In chapter three. In �lhapter
four a brief sketch of the rise of the Friends movement is
given, and the ministry of Friends in Jamaica from earliest
times to about 1868 is traced. An analytical survey of the
present work of Friends in Jamaica, which dates from 1881,
is made in chapter five, with particular interest centering
upon the development of Jamaica ITearly Meeting. The sixth
chapter is a consideration of Christian education in the
Friends work in Jamaica, caiapter seven presents the summary
and conclusion of the study.
� Robert Hall Glover, The Progress of World-Wide
Misaieni (Hew York: Harper aal'^others Publishers , 1^39 ) ,
P � mX �
� Loo, olt.
THl USD OF UmiGA
A knowledge of the environment and life of a people
is vital to a true understanding of mission work among them.^
As this study progresses it may appear that. Instead of one
little world , there are two different worlds in Jamaica�
one in large part Bngllsh and Christian, and the other still
in large part African and pagan�siiperlmposed one upon the
other as J. Merle Davis says in his book. The Church in the
Hew Jamaica
I. THE ISLASD
Name. The name Jamaica Is probably derived from an
aboriginal Indian word, Xaymaca, meaning "land of wood and
water." "Harmonized to the Spanish ear, it became 'Chamakia, *
from which we get directly Jamaica."^
Several islands and cays, all dependencies of the Is
land of Jamaica, cc�8prise the colony of Jamaica.^ These de-
^ J. Merle Davis, The Church in the Hew Jamaica (Sew
York: International Mi ssionary Council, 1942), p.l.
^ Ibid . , p. ��
Gilbert Bowles, Jamaica and Friends * Missions (Osk-
aloosa, Iowa: The Western 1i?ork Pub. Co., n.d. ), p. 11 .
* W. A. 0<,y.r, aoi^Uer. Th. Handbook of toal... for
1954 (Kingston: Government Printing Office, H?54), p. 6.
6pendencies are not incltided in this study. Jamaica, as used
here, refers only to the Island of Jamaica.
Geography. Jamaica occupies a central position in
the Caribbean Sea about one hundred miles west of Haiti and
ninety miles south of the eastern end of Cuba. It is approx
imately 4,120 miles south-west of England, 1,300 miles south
of New York, 540 miles from Panama, and 310 miles from the
nearest point of South America.^ It is upon the direct trade
routes between Europe and the tMlted States and Panama . ^
Jamaica is the largest Island in the British West
Indies,'^ According to the latest measurements, it is one
hundred forty-six miles long, fifty-one miles wide at its
widest point and twenty-two sekI one fourth miles wide at Its
narrowest point. Its area of 4,411.21 square miles is di
vided into three counties, namely, Surrey, Middlesex and
Cornwall, which are subdivided Into a total of fourteen
pari ahes.�
Because of Its shape and surface Jamaica has been
likened to a huge turtle. Gilbert Bowles, in Jamaica and
^ Davis, o�. Pit., p. 1.
� Cover, loe. clt.
^ Richard Hugh Young, "Jamaica," Encyclopedia Britann-
lea, 1955, XII, 872.
� Cover, loo, clt.
7Friends* Missions, relates that "Golxjmbus in attexisting to
describe it took a piece of paper, crumpled it in his hand
and put it on the table as a model."� All but one seventh
of the surface of the island is mountainous,!^ attaining
considerable altitudes particularly in the eastern part
i^ich is the highest. A moimtainous backbone runs east and
west in every direction, "and they again throw off other
ridges, until the whole surface of the country is cut up
into a series of ridges, with intervening gullies."^! Blue
Mountain Peak, with an elevation of 7,402 feet, is the high
est elevation in the British West IiHiies."^^ A strip of level
land usually separates the uplands from the sea. IS^ese
plains are often extensive along the southern coast .13 t^y^^
largest tracts of level land are in the western part of the
island. 3.4 of these factors are expecially significant
In view of the size of the island and the dependence upon
agriculture.
i
Bowles, loo, cit.
10
Davis, loo. cit.
11
Cover, op. cit., p. 12.
12
Toung, loo, cit.
Loc � cit .
14
Bowles, oji. cit., p� 12,
sTh�2�� ap� numerous rivers and springs In most parts
of the Island, which become destructive torrents in times of
flood because of their steep fall, Ihile this is true,
there are also large dry areas in the midland and western
parts of the Island.
larthqualces sometlMs shake Jasmioa. An earthquake
in lees tipped the city of Port Royal Into the sea.^^^
Ai^jther, in 1�07, shattered the city of S^ingeton, taking a
toll of 800 lives ,3.7
Climate. Jamaica is in the tropics. It has an al*
most unequalled variety of climate. The coast land, with
breezes co(ming in from the Caribbean Sea, is wa� and hi�id
with temperatures ranging froiE eighty to eighty-six degrees
Fahrenheit, In the ti^lands it is mild and equable. In the
Blue mountains the tcei^erature varies from forty to forty-
five degrees Fahrenheit,!�
The amowit of rainfall in different parts of the Is
land varies greatly�frcws thirty to thlrtyf Ive inohes in
Kingston to nearly three hundred in the John Crow ssjuntains.
The average annual rainfall runs between seventy and seventy-
T It
Cover, 0�, Pit,, p, 14,
!� Bowles, loo, cit,
"Jamaica," The Enoyolopedia Americana . 1955,
XV, 600,
'
'
!� Yotmg, loe. clt.
9tour inchts,!�
Jamaica is subject to an occasional hurricane. One
of the most severe hurricanes ever to strike in the Carib
bean swept across Jamaica in August, 19S1, causing the loss
of one hundred fifty lives and extensive material damage.20
Jamaica is almost always bathed in brilliant sunshine.
Its air is erystal clear. It may be said that Its climate
is nearly perfect, and except near swamps and lagoons, is
conducive to health.
Flora and fauna. A great variety of flora is to be
found in the Island because of the wide rang� in temperature
and altitudes, Gilbert Bowles describes the vegetation in
this way:
Pimento grass grows on the highlands, Bahama grass on
the lowlands or coast, and in either place the coarse
Guinea grass makss a luxuriant crop .Among the princi
pal kinds of trees are rosewood, satin-wood, the spread
ing mahogany, lignum-vitae, ebony, logwood, Jamaican
cedar, the large silk-cotton tree, the graceful cocoa,
pimento, .. .various kinds of palms, bamboo, and cinchrona
...Ferns in moist shade reach from thirty to forty feet
in height. Mosses cover the earth, rocks and trees with
velvet drapery and ribbons of green and gold. Lovers of
flowers find orchids, yucca, the evergreen aloe, delicate
lilies, flowering shriibs and foliage plants. Along the
Toung, loc, clt.
"A Survey of the Year 1951," the International
Review of Missions. XLI {January, 19�2),"*W.
'
10
hedges grow the �lack-eyed Susan' from 'orange red to
purest white. ' Begonias and tradescant ias grow wild in
the mountains.
Among the cultivated plants are the English vege
tables, which grow well on the hills, cocoanut palms,
yams, cassava grapes, pineapples, bananas, melons, avo
cado pears, breadfruit, tamarind, sugar cane, tobacco
and indigo are cultivated extensively. Bread-fruit
trees often grow along the road in public places. The
baked fruit of this tree is coimted delicious. It is
largely used by the natives, Th9 coffee plant is beauti
ful with its masses of snowy blossoms.^!
Hot many of the large wild animals are found in the
island. Ordinary domestic animals live well there. It is
the habitat of mwjy species of birds. There are a few non-
poisonous snakes, lizards of many species, and slightly
poisonous centipedes and scorpions. It is the home of in
numerable insects.22
Scenery , In recent years Jamaica has been advertized
energetically as a resort for tourists , Ellen Davis says
that its scenery surpasses that of Florida and Bermuda,23
It is the opinion of J. Merle Davis that "few islands In the
world rival the physical beauty and variety of scenery of
Jamaica. "24
Bowles , 0�. cit,, pp, 14, IS,
"Jamaioa (Anonymous Contributor)," Encyclopedia
Brltannlca, 1955, XII, 872, 87S.
^� Ellen Davis, Friends in Jamaica (Richmond, Ind
iana: Ameri can Friends feoard of^Mlssions, n.d. ), p, S,
24 J. M, Davis , o�. cit., p. 2.
II, HISTORY AW GOVERHMEST
11
PiscQvepy, Ghpistopher Golmbwi diseovtred Jaraaloa
on May S, 1494, on Ms second voyage to the lew World, He
was driven to It by winds again on his fourth voyage eight
years later .25
Spanish possession. The Island became a Spanish
colony In 1509 and continued trader Spanish ocot^atlon until
1655. Few evidences except place names, remain of the cen
tury and a half of their control � They unmade history In
that they virtually annihilated the aborigines of the island.
They introduced African Negro slaves to labour on their
plantations .26
The English Period. Great Britain had long coveted
Jamaica and succeeded in capturing and holding it In 1655 ?
Admiral William Penn, father of the famous Quaker who founded
Peimsylvania, together with Hobert Venables, was the com
mander of the fleet In this conquest. Christina Jones ob
serves, "This was the England of Crcanwell and the Cc�m�on-
wealth, of George Fox and the Seekers ."27
25 Bowles , op. cit., pp. 25, 26.
26 "Jamaica,'* The Enclyolopedia Americana, loc. cit.
^"^ Christina K. Jones, American Friends in %rld
Missions (Elgin, Illinois : Brethren Pub. House7^^46)i p.
121 ?
12
Jamaica was tmdcp military authority from 1665 to
1661, At that time a regular government was set up, with a
governor, who was also captain general, appointed hy the
English crown, and an executive oouncil, A little later a
legislative assembly was established which had power to make
laws subject to veto by the crown. This type of government
continued for about two centuries. Late in 1866 riots broke
out which led the Jamaican assembly to abolish its own con-
atltution, % act of parliament in 1866 crown colony governs
ment was established.28
Representative government began to be restored from
the year 18S4, From that time on further changes end modi
fications of the constitution have been made. In 1�44 a new
constitution was granted to Jamaica, which gave to them a
substantial measure of self-government. The colony's con
stitutional powers were futher extended In 1963,��
A factor of Inestimable significance to all subse
quent history (and definitely to missionary endeavor) in
Jamaica was the slavery that followed hard upon the dis
covery that fortunes could be made in the sugar Industry.
The total population of Jamaica when it was captured by the
John Horace Parry, ** Jamaica," Encyclopedia Britan-
nloa, 1955, XII, 875,
'
John Horace Parry and Richard Hugh Young, "Jamaica,"
Encyclopedia Brltannloa. 1955, XII, 873, 874,
13
apitish was about 3000, Soon colonist� seem to have gone
there in relatively good sized numbers. The early colonists
may have gone with the intention of making a new life in a
new land but the majority of the English inlgrants to Jamaica
used the land for the ptirpose of making a fortune on which
to live comfortably in England again, Great numbers of them
returned home, leaving their plantations In charge of agents ,30
Ellen Davis, in her book, quotes from Lord Sidney Olivier,
former governor of Jamaica and author of ^� Blessed Island ,
"Colonists gave place to sugar planters. Sugar planters re
quired slaves, and gradually the island became a mighty
aggregation of caneflelds, in which Negroes tolled and white
men were the taskmasters, "31
The Hegroes were brought from the west coast of
Africa.
The Royal African Co^any was formed In 1672 with a
monopoly of the English slave trade, and from this time
Jamaica became one of the greatest slave trade marts in
the world, with a thriving smuggling trade to Spanish
America ,32
J, Merle Davis gives these statistics i "Between 1799
and 1807, more than 85,800 slaves were imported, and when
the slave trade was abolished in 1807 there were 319,351
E, Davis, 0�, clt., p, 6.
Loc. clt,
32
Parry, 0�, cit . , p. 873.
14
slaves in Jamaica, "35 gj^g source gives a very much larger
figure, stating that at the zenith of Jamaica's prosperity,
mhioh las during the French war, tbsre were three million
slaves at work .34
The slave trade was abolished in 1807, An act of
parliament in 1833 emancipated ell slaves, but they became
free in fact in 1838.3&
III, THE FEOPLl
Arawak Indiana � The aborigines of Jamaica were
friendly Arawak Indians .36 Spaniards caused them to be
completely exterminated by 1580.3'''
The Maroons , The Maroons were a fierce warlike band
of people, African Segroes ^d mixed African and Indian,
left behind by the Spanla3?d8 when the British captured the
Island, They lived in the high mountain regions and menaced
the English. Of those who were left by 1834 some oast in
their lot with the slaves and the others were transported to
33 J, u, Davis, aZ* SUt'* ^* ��
'^^ Parry, loo. clt,
33 ijoo. cit.
Young, o�, clt,, p. 874.
S7
F* Davis, 0�. cit., p, 5.
15
Halifax and from there to Sierra Leone In Africa .38
Negroes. The extensive importation of legroes had
heen refered to earlier. Those brought as slaves have been
identified, by fragments of African language , folk-lore and
religious practices, as natives of th� African Gold Coast .3�
Their characteristics are outlined by Ellen Pavis;
The dominant group among them was characterized by an
innate dependence on superstition and magic, deep emo
tionalism, basic need for rhythmic expression in song and
dance, aversion to si^pression. %iey were essentially
an easy prey to their hard taskmasters--the overseer and
the pocoaania and obeah priests who accompanied them
from Africa. These traits are still inherent in the
Jamaican legroes
East Indians . By 1091 there were over ten thousand
East Indians in Jamaica. The East Indian was brought fi�om
India on the indenture plan after the abolition of slaveiT-.^l
Total populatl on � The 1943 census gave the total pop
ulation of the Island of Jamaica as 1,237,063. At that time
less than two per cent were itoite, eighteen per cent were
coloiired, and seventy-seven i^er cent were legro. The latest
^� Bowles, o�. cit., pp. 18-19.
^� J. M. Davis, loe. cit.
E, Davis, 0�. cit., p. 7.
Bowles, o�. clt . , pp. 22-23.
16
nvallftble figwe on tho population is the astimate mad� at
th� close of 1952 which was 1,461,000.^2 Sources agree in
general that legroes, including the mulattoes, comprise
about ninety-eight per cent of the total population, while
the remaingin two per cent includes the last Indians,
Chinese, English, Jews, and others.
Relative to the grouping of the population, J. Merle
Davis says,
At the apex of the pyramid representing the Crown
stands the British official who has been sent to the
island with responsibility to govern, Jaraalca is his
temporary assignment. He knows that in time he will be
transferred or retired and that his term of residence
is limited, Jamaica has be^ fortunate in the personnel
of her officials. They represent the finest British
traditions and are carrying on with intelligence and
enthusiasm. Then there is the small class of planters
and estate owners��Englishmen whose forefathers for
generations have occiqpled the 'great house' In the
centre of broad fields of sugarcane, bananas, or cocoa-
nuts. Here is good breeding, a sense of noblesse oblige .
a familiarity and friendliness, together with a dls-
lllusionment with the Jamaican working classes who are
descended from their foraer slaves .
A third group, potentially the most powerful in the
island, is the educated and nationally- conscious Jamai
can mtilatto with both i^uropean and African blood in his
veins. Many of these men are graduates of the best col
leges of the island and infrequently of English uni
versities. They fill the Civil Service ranks and are
found in the district and higher courts. From them are
appointed the assistants to the English heads of govern
ment departments. They are the barristers, the doctors,
the teachers, and the pastors. They are carrying the
burden of responsibility for the life of the island but
42
Yoimg, loc. cit.
17
are without the power to direct and control. These men
are the leaders of the mass of uneducated and under-
priviledged Jamaicans, and yet they are vastly far above
them and ctalturally, in their speech and way of life,
are Englishmen. Among this groii^ are sowe of the ablest
minds and most brilliant leaders of the Island.
Far below the Jamaican just described and constitut
ing an altogether different world is the Jamaican pro
letariat�the 'hewers of wood and drawers of water'�
who provide the bulk of labour for the estates, the
casual labour on farms and In towns and who constitute
the numerous, shifting, unattached class of workers.
Between this group and the educated coloured Jamaican
is the small faimer�the man who owns and cultivates
from three to twenty acres, who grows his own cane,
fruit, and vegetables. Forttaaately, this type is a
growing class in Jamaica, possibly more numerous here
than in any other West Indian island�certainly far more
nmerous than In Cuba or Puerto Rico. From this groi^>
emerge from time to time small landed proprietors who
own or control fifty to one hundred or more acres. Here
is the nuoleu� of a rural middle class, and in their
hands the stability of Jaraaioan society will increasing
ly rest .^3
IT. ECOHOMIO AND SOCIAL OOHDITIOIS
Feonomy . The economy of the Jamaicans is essentially
rural and agrlcxjltural. Ninety per cent of them are closely
related to the land and live In the villages and hamlets, on
homesteads and upon the plantation estates,^* A large pro
portion of the people cultivate some food crop� for them
selves which supplements their seasonal Incomes. �^amalca
has an all-year-round growing season.
J. M. Davis, o�, cit., pp. 4-6.
Xbid., p. 6.
18
The two main export produets are bananas and siigar.
Both industries sustain a peculiar and dangerous relation
ship to the economic and social condition of the island.
For example, the one htmdred thousand Jamaican labourers
who depend upon the sugar Industry for employment are only
eagjloyed from three to six months out of the year and then
must shift for themselves, J, Merle Davis makes this com
ment,
Such alternating seasons of intense activity and idle
ness, of good wages and no regular Income, are demoral
ising to the individual and the comraimity and form an
Inadequate economic foundation for the support of the
Church
Bananas may be grown by the small farmer on land and
in quantities which would not be profitable for sugar culti
vation. Banana growing does not require expensive equipment
and the fruit is easily marketed. However, Panama Disease
and Z/oaf Spot, which have brought economic dlsaater and un
employment to thousands, must be fought,*�
J, Merle i^avis points to several serious eoonoEmlc ob
stacles to the advancement of the total community and which
bear directly \xpon the progress of the Chwch, Seasonal un
employment has been touched upon above. In addition to that
the working habits of the Jamaican occasion an enormous loss
of time. He likes long week-ends and if he can subsist on
*� J, M, Davis, o�, cit �, p. 25.
*� Ibid,, pp, 25-26.
19
wages tram, three or four days work h� seems to be satisfied.
Another economic hindrance is the non-productive relation
ship which the Jamaican sustains to the land. The average
Jamaican is content to extract only a small part of its
potential productivity. Also very important is the fact
that large scale mniafacturing is absent from the island.
Nearly all manufactured articles and a large amount of the
staple food commodities are imported, most of which could be
manufactured or produced on the island.*'''
gommunlcat ion . Jamaica has steamship service, an ex
cellent system of roads, a goverroaent owned railroad, and
airfields. It also has telegraph, cable, wireless, and
radio-telephone services. *8
Social patterns . The English pattern of life is seen
in the �apitol city, Kingston, the larger cities and the
parochial �enters. The pattern is distinctly different out
in the smller centers and rural areas� *The outward con
trols and patterns are English and Christian, but the inner.
Intimate life of the countryside is still in large part
African, pagan, superstitious, and undisciplined.'**�
^'^ Ibid., pp. 24-29.
*� Young, o�. clt., p. 875.
*� J. H, Davis, 0�. clt,, p, 6,
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H�Uglag^. Euveml of Jamaica B other problems are
eloaely oooseeted with the houelfig problem, it shoiild be
said first of all that there are jwny beaut Ifiil and well*
kept hc^nes in Jamaica. Housing has been conspicuously bad
among the workers, A few of the large �ompaaies operating
in the island provide model houalng and offer Inoentives for
better kept home�, fh� barracks on the medium sised estates
represent the least satisfactory type of housing, kn air of
shlftlessnaes hangs over these lansanltary, overcrowded bar
racks in unsi^tly aurroundings , iiany of the poor have gra*
vitated toward disreputable premises, After studying the
situation prior to the alo�� of 1@42, J, Merle Davis con�
eluded thus:
the bDusing problem in Jamaica is far more than a
question of sanitation and health. It oondltions the
possibility of all real family life, whic^ 1� the found
ation of national strength and progress. Bad housing
with the crowding of children and adults into tiny rooms
la one of the ohief causes of illegitimacy, precocious
sex knowledge, infidelity, and crime, Euch eondltlons
create the negation of the baslo values that Ooverment,
Church, and school have been endeavoring for more than
on� himdred years to comunloate to the JasMiican, View
ed from this angle, there is no greater need than tlie
provision of decent houses In which a noxml and orderly
family life may develop.^^
Domestic life . The home, as known for exaas^le, among
Anericane and English, hardly exists among the great masses
jnbid., pp. 8-12.
^3- Ibtd., p. 12.
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of Jamaicans. This fact constitutes a far-reaching problem
to be faced by the Ohurch, which has looked T^on the home
as an ally and the cornerstone of Oirlstlan society. 52
A majority of the children of Jamaica lack any home
life, training, discipline, and incentive to higher
moral, physical, social, or ethical standards. The prob
lem not only exists where the mother and children are
deserted by the father but is present in many of the
lower-class homes where the pattern of family life Is
kept
The following excerpt gives a graphic description of
domestic life:
The houses of a majority of rural Jamaicans are one-
room or, at most, two-room huts in which famlliea of six
to ten people live in the closest intimacy. There is no
privacy, no provision for orderly storing of personal or
family possessions. There is little resembling a day's
schedule with regular meal hours and division of labour.
In many of these homes the family does not sit at a
table to eat together, but food is picked iip and mimched
by the children while standing or running about the yard.
l^en darkness comes, the lack of lamps and kerosene makes
reading and social activity out of the question. Adults
and younger children go to bed, while older boys and
girls roam about the neighborhood In the dark. The
visitor In the rural areas of Jamaica receives a lasting
impression of the darkness, amounting to a blackout, in
the tiny hamlets, of stiasbling pedestrians in the un-
llghted streets, and the absence of li^ts in the huts.S*
Jamaica has one of the highest ratios of illegitimacy
of all lands where accurate records are kept.*^^ The per
Ibid., p* 31.
Ibid., pp. 30-31.
Ibid., p. 31.
�^ Loc, cit.
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eeatage of Illegitimate births for the year 1952 lias been
given as 70�1.^^ This figiare does not represent the average
for the total population in that the incidence of illegiti
macy among the lower and depressed classes is higher* ^is
figure also inclMes the children of coiMon-law marriages ,
It can be seen readily that suoh a higjh per centage of ille
gitimacy eoBplieates any semblance of home life, reveals a
great repudiation of natural and legal family responsibility,
and explains in part the economic distress of a large pro
portion of the population �S'J'
Literacy . Literacy in the Island in 1938 was esti
mated at 50 per eent,^� in 1943 the Jamaican Christian
Council sponsored a literacy campaign. This was followed by
a visit by Dr. Frank C. Leubach, The campaign has continued
as a regular concern of the chur<^es,S@
Elementary sehools, According to the last figure
available, there were 706 government and voluntary (grant-
^� Cover, 0�, cit,, p, 19,
S*? J� M* Davis, 0�. clt, . pp, 31-36,
^� Ibid., p, 37.
Hugh Martin and E. A, ?ayne, editors, A Christian
Year Book (56 Blocmsbury Street, London? Student clhristlan
Movement Press , 1947), p. 258.
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aided) elementary aohoola. The enrollment was 211, 000.
Secondary schools . There were twenty-seven secondary
schools in 1951, with an enrolment of seven thousand. �I
Among this number is the Happy Grove School at Hector's
Siver, which Is a grant-aided Friends school.
Vocational training. Of considerable slgnifi cance
is the increasing recognition of and provision for vocation
al training. There is an emphasis In the elementary schools
upon Bianual training, agricultiire, housecraft and other
practical subjects. There is a technical institute in King
ston. There were three vocational training centers in the
Island by 1942,@2
nniversity. The University College of the West Indies,
which is located in the Jamaica and open to students from all
the British territories in the Gapibbean area, was fotmded
in 1946, Two hundred and four students were enrolled for
the 1951*52 school year. It has faculties of arts, science,
and medicine. 63
Young, 0�. clt., 874.
�^ Loc. clt.
J. M. Davis, 0�. clt.. pp. 63-66.
63
Yoting, loc. clt.
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Adult eduo&tion , The Department of Education has
recognised the possibilities of adult education through the
use of visual aids. This programme had rural reconstruction
in view primarily.^
Christian education. In 1938 Qovernraent schools made
up 25.6 per cent of the total number of schools. The re
maining 74.4 per cent were assisted schools, the majority
of which were church operated.^
In the school, the Ohurch has at its disposal one of
the most powerful Instruments of progress of the nation.
The five hundred church schools of J^aica are capable
of shaping the direction and enriching the whole life
of the people. Although Government has the final voice
in determining the scope and nature of instruction and
the technical qualifications of the teachers, the Church
es are given a vital share In the educational process by
providing both the teaching staff and the environment
and atmosphere for the sohool as well as the religious
instruction of the children. 66
In addition to the Church-related public schools,
there are hundreds of Sunday Schools, There are also forty-
eight c>ible Schools and three Theological Colleges.^
JTamaica has a large number of schools for the size
�* J, M, Davis, 0�. cit,. p, 66,
^ J[bM'� P� ^'^^
Ibid,, p. 54,
^'^ E, J, Single , and Kenneth G. Orubb, editors. World
Christian Handbook (London: World dominion Press, 1952 ), p.
238*
mof the Island. However, there Is a great disparity between
the enrollment and the number of children of school age and
again between the enrollment and the actual attendance. In
1958 only about fifty per cent of the children of sohool age
were enrolled. The average attendance was about fifty-seven
per cent of the enrollment.^� There is no reason to believe
that this condition has been substantially changed. In
addition to the above plctxn�e, a large number of the pupils
drop out of school after the first three years in elementary
sch-ool �
VI, RELIGIOM
Christianity. The Christian Church has been present
in the Island since 166S. In the earlier days sharing
Christianity with the slaves was either forbidden or dis
couraged to a large extent. The period of missionary ac-r
tlvlty for the Jamaicans dates from 1754.6�
FoocMBania . Two phenomenon must be considered In re
porting on religion in Jamaica. The first of these is poco
manla. It has been identified with the religion of the
Ashanti race, ^shanti is one of the provinces of the Gold
Coast, British lest Africa, from which the slaves were brought
J. M, Davis, 0�. cit., p. 37.
�� Ibid., p, 14,
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to Jamaica^ Pooomania afforda an outlet for the Jamaican's
need to express himself in motion and rhythm, Ellen Davis
says,
Pocomanla Is a remnant of the Ashanti dance end is
the basis of the modern tendency toward an emotional
type of religion which calls for shouting, dancing, roll
ing on the floor, and similarly Indulging in emotional
ism which incapacitates its victims physically and men
tally .70
The Jamaican affinity for pocomanla encourages the
presence of irresponsible religious sects which admit of im-
diselpllned emotions�quite In contrast to old, formal
churches. '''3.
Obeah. The other is Obeah. It is also a remnant of
the Ashanti background, but it Is dissimilar to pocomanla.
It la built upon belief in witchcraft and superstition.
The obeah-man has virtually the power of success and life
and death over the superstitious Hegro, It is Illegal but
present in great strength, Jamaicans who are hi^ly edu
cated and who hold high positions are among its devotees.
The obeah-man makes clever use of the ^ible and Christian
terms and many of the Chm�ch members are mixed up in It and
become lost to the Church. "^^
Of this psychic phenomena, J. Merle Davis observes,
'''0 B, Davis, loo, clt.
J, M, Davis, 0�. Pit . , pp, 41-44,
Ibid., pp. 44-47.
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There Is something here that presents a fourth di
mension to the white man's world. Something that
eludes his own instincts, rationalization, and methods
of control. This leads white society to Ignore, if not
ridicule, this whole area of the black man's experience.
The white man discounts the reality and the ins^ortance
of the 0ienomenon. He ridicules obeah, legislates
against it, preaches against it but makes no serious
effort to understand it or the sources from which it de
rives. Banned from the church and society, obeah is dri
ven undergroxmd to thrive in the dark as a proscribed
and evil thing and to create an even greater division
between black and white society .'73
Stammary. The study of the little world of Jamaica
was made to give dimension to the environment in which
Friends, along with many others, carry on their work, and to
give insight into understanding the Jamaicans with whom they
work. Chapter three contains a brief survey of the Chwch
in Jamaica,
Ibid,, p. 47,
CHAPTER III
A BRIEF SURVEY OF THE CBUKGH IW JAMAICA
The Church has been present in Jsmaloa for almost
three centuries. Because this study is primarily concerned
with Friend's missionary work in Jamaica only a few of the
major churches and organisation which have also been at
work in the island enter into this study at length. Ad
ditional information and statistics about the Church are
given on Table I, on pages
The Ch\arch of England . The Church of England Is the
oldest, largest and most influential Protestant church in
Jamaica. It was established in the Island in 1662 . Its
ohurches and chapels are located throu^out the Island, a
few of which date back to the beginning of British occu
pation. In its early years its chief concern was serving
the �;nglish colonists and planters. It was disestablished
in 1870 end since that time has been entirely dependent upon
self-support. It is serving the com^n people . It has a
well-trained ministry, �Any of whom are native Jamaicans.^
According to one late source, the Church of England or Angli
can Church has about 44,000 cosimxmlcant members and a much
^ J. Merle Davis , The Church in the New Jamaica (Hew
York: International Missionary Council, 1942) , pp. 13-15.
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larger umber of adherents amount ing altogether to a total
of 350,311 persons. 2
The Sooiety of Friends, fhe Society of Friends
opened work in the island soon after it came into the pos
session of the British, fhen George Fox visited Jamaica in
1671 he fomd a large nijmber of Friends there already. Mo
permanent organization grew out of the early work of Friends.
I^elr present work in the island dates from 18S1.3 f^�
malning chapters of this study will give attention to the
work of Friends in Jamaica in some detail. It is Included
here simply to show that -friends were among the first to
have a religious concern for the people in Jamaica.
The Moravian Church. Last year (1954) the Moravian
Church celebrated the bl-centenary of its work in Jamaica.
From the beginning they have worked with both Hegroes and
whites. According to the 1954 survey in The International
Review of Missions, this church ^now has a registered mem
bership of 5,000, with several thousand adherents, 5,000
children In Sunday-schools and 12,000 in its 52 day-schools."*
� W. A. Cover, compiler. The Handbook of Jamaica for
1954 (Kingston: Government frinWng'Wtio^, 1154}, p. 3�^.
^ Ellen Davis, Friends In Jamaica fHloteond, Indiana:
American Friends Board of MissTons, n.d.), p. 10.
^ Margaret Sinclair, "A Survey of the Year 1954," The
International Review of Missions. XLIV (January, 1955), 6^.
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The Baptist Ohm*oh. The Baptist Church in Jamaica
began with work with the slaves aboiit 1783. Today it is
the second largest church In the island. Its Sunday Schools
have an enrollment of around 25,000 pupils. A large part
of the Baptist work is wder the Jamaica Baptist Union. The
Itoion operates approximately one hundred elementary schools,
a hl^ school and college, and a small theological school
This church has been self-st^portlng since 1842,
Moreover, as early as 1855 the Jamaica Baptist Missionary
Society was founded, which has its own missionary work in
Haiti.�
The Methodist Church . The first Methodist missionary
was ooOTfllssloned by the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society
(London) to work in Jamaica In 1789. The Methodist work con
tinues to be Identified with the Missionary Society, al
though some of the churches are entirely self-s^^jporting.
In 1942 the Methodists had 19,661 members, 889 members on
trial, 18� Sunday Schools with 15,141 pupils, a girls train
ing center, a girls high school, and a college and theologi
cal school.*^ See Table I, page for other statistics.
5 J. M� Davis, 0�. elt�, pp, 18-19.
^ Xbid.. p, 18.
pp. 17-18.
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Yhe Presbyterian Ohxiroh � The Scottish Missionary
Society of idinburgh sent missionaries to Jamaica in 1823.
The Presbyterian Church in the island is connected with the
Church of Scotland, in which it has the status of a Pres
bytery. In 1940, in addition to 98 congregations, it main
tained 140 Sunday schools and 72 day schools. One of the
three theological schools in Jaaaica is a small one operated
by the Presbyterian Church.�
Other groups. The Congregational Union was fomed
in 1876, taking over the work begun in 1834 by the London
Missionary Society. The Ohurch of Christ in Jamaica was be-
gxm. in 1858. Several branches of the Church of God have been
active In Jamaica with a comparatively large nmber of ad
herents. The Salvation Array went to Jamaica in 1887 and
had organized centers by 1942. Seventh Day Adventists have
been at work there since 1894.9 por other organizations
and statistics see Table I, pages 87,
The Jamaican Christian Council. The Jamaican Christ
ian Council was formed in 1914. The government officially
recognlsses it. Twelve churches and societies belonged to it
as of 1947. It has been active in promoting religloiia edu-
� Ibid., pp. 16-17,
� Ibid,, pp. 19-S?8.
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oation, soolal welfare projects, literacy campaigns and
evangelistic cai^aigns.^^ Tfee Ooimcll desi^ated the year
1950 as a year for concerted evangelistic effort. The cam
paign was extended for a second year, and this island-wide
enterprise has heen continued. 11
Roman Catholicism. Catholicism was introduced in
Jamaica by the Spaniards in the sixteenth century. After
th� British gained possession of the island Catholicism was
not tolerated until 1792,1^ Today the Roman Catholic caiurch
is operated laader American auspices. Its missionaries are
all Americans, all of whom belong to the Order of the Society
of Jesus, Its Jamaican ministry is also educated in the
United States. ^3 statistics over a period of the last
twenty years Indicate that it is growing rapidly. It claims
to have 79,898 adherents ,14
1^ Hugh Martin and A. Payne, editors, A Christian
Year Book (56 Bloomsbury Street, London: StudenT Christian
Movement Press, 1947), p. 258.
^1 In the Epitlsh West Indies section of the annual
surveys in the January Issues of The International Review of
Missions, XXXIX-XLIV.
^ ^
12 Fellolan A. Foy, editor. The 1954 National Catho
lic Almanac (Patterson, Hew Jersey: St. Anthony's Ouild),
p. lib.
1^ J. M. Davis, 0�. cjt . . p. 23,
1^ Foy, loo. Pit.
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J. Merl� Davis ooQslders over-chwching as one of
th� problems of Jamaica and as an obstacle to progress. He
says.
The multiplicity of ohurch denominations and the
overlapping of their work is a basic obstacle to the
growth of the Christian movement in Jamaica. A very
large nmber of ohurch leaders and laymen are concerned
with this problem. Jamaica is, or has been, well evan
gelized. Several strong church groups and missions,
well si2?5plled with men and funds, have worked faithfully
for many generations in this small island with its
limited population. Churches and chapels have been pro
vided in almost every valley and almost every hamlet of
the Island, While recently a modern paganism has arisen,
with a recrudescence of African superstitions, Jamaica
is probably better churched and � Christianised* than
some parts of the world more commonly known as � Chris
tian I � With the growth of the population through the
years, chapels of various denominations have appeared
in communities already long ooc^^led by one or more
historic Churches.
It may be questioned whether Jamaica Is a mission
field. It does not appear to be insofar as the term may
connote lack of churches. On the other hand. In terms of
human need, it may safely be said that Jamaica is still a
mission field, Adam Flatter, Friends missionary who went to
Jamaica in 1949, wrote back his impression of general oon
dltions and particularly within the area of Jamaica Yearly
Meeting for the twenty-first annual report of the American
Friends Board of Missions (pp. 21-32). He said, in part.
J. M. Davis, ogi. Pit . , pp. 39-40.
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^lle Jfemaican ohwobes generally are eonservative
In doetrine, they oarniot avoid concern for the presstare
of environment and the social evils of onr day� Ig
norance, poverty, illegltimaey, superstition are every
where. It is ell too easy to gain adherents to one�s
denomination�rice Christians. We could easily multiply
our memibership, Ihe members would still be obeah wor
shippers, bound by fear. To set them really free from
the darkness of st^erstltlon and to raise the standard
of ethical and eeonomlc living Is the combined concern
of the edueator, the evangelist and the Govermient.
They eaoh strengthen the other's hand.
T� quote the Seriptures and to give a vocal testimony
are easy. Never have I heard so much of it. The beggar
in the yard can preach me a sermon and will with half a
chance. Yet, he may violate every coirsuandment in the
deoalogue-�>irresponsible rogue that we must in some way
love and redeem in Jesus* name and for the sake of the
Kingdom,
In st^orting this we do not forget the saints who
have wasiied their robes and made them white in the blood
of the Lmate, There are those redeemed and dedicated
soxtls. They and we are doing what we can to bear witness
of the love of <k�d made manifest to the world in Jesus,
It is In this environment that we labor and repeat th�
Slaeedonian eall t Ccme over into Macedonia (Jamaica) and
help tis,
S^maaary , In tMs ehapter has been given a brief star-
vey of the Church in general in Jamaica showing something of
the number of ohurches and organizations in the Island and
the comparatively long time that certain of th�sm have been
^ere. It is not a detailed description of all their in
dividual activities.
The work of Friends is particular is dealt with In
chapter fow.
mwLX mmwB ii Jamaica
In tM� Qim.pt is first given a brief sketoh of the
rise of the Friends movmmnt, since the concern of Friends
for Jamaica dates from the early years of the movement �
Then will be dlsemased their early work in the island, which
divides itself into two periods, fhe initial visits to
Jamaica were in the interest of proclalaiiag the fruth, and
the second oomlng of Friends was in the interest of the
Segroes and their cceadition following the act of emanoi*
patimi.
I. BEGiranas OF rm fhiei�s ikjvemeot
Occasion* fhe movment that In time became the
leligioiia Society of Friends grew o\at of the Puritan move*
ment In England. Isigland under the Stuarts of the middle
seventeenth eenttiry was confused &nd troubled* fhe Church
of B^ls]^ was in a low state. Coiiirt life was marked by
lieentiousnsss. Over against this was the seriousness of
the Puritans�with a certain heartlsssuess and a pessimistic
theology. They proclaimed predestination, rather than sub-
Jectlve assurance � Many groups of people, some of whom
called themselves Seekers , were looking for something better
�a vital and personal religious experience. In the Pro
vidence of Ood, both in reference to the times and to the
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mn himself, �eorge Fox arose to give lesdersMp to many of
those seekers mhm were hunting the lay
0eori^e Wm* Seorge FoJi was born in 1624, In 1646,
after four years of earnest seeking, and at times near .des
pair, he had a transfojwing esgpjerienee.^ He described this
experience in his Journal t
Sut as I bad forsaken all the priests, so I left the
separate preachers ml.so, and those called the most ex-
perlenoed people | for I saw there was none among thm
all that could speak to w eonSltlon* And i^en all my
kopes in them mad In alX men were gone, se that I haM
nothing outwardly to help me, nor �ould tell w4iat to do,
theji, Cii then, I heaSPd a voice whieh said, �1?here is one,
even -Ohrlst Jesus, that ea^ speak to thy condition,* and
mfeen I heard it mgr 'fe��3Hb did lei^ for joy .8
' In I@47 lie left Me work to devote Ms time entirely
to eharlng witli'-otfeere the great 'fruth of the transforming �
power of Christ �l^sus� Hbert' tmsa�ll sia^arlz-ed his contri
bution in this ways
Fox was the oreatlve personality In the Quaker taove-
ment* He st^plled its type of e:3^erlence and ita ftmda-
mental ideas, and was himself its chief preacher and
evangelist in 0reat Britain and America, le contributed
a isotevor^y part of its literature, outlined and est up
its on^gaaiasatlon and bore the brunt of the persecutions
which the movement provoked.^
^ Elbert Russell, The ^ijito,ry of Qmkerlsm (lew Iforkj
ffee MaomlllaB ��ia^ny, 194^^) , ""pp" '^*fiT
� John Slokalls, editor of a revised edition. The
Journel of 09ori^� Fox ( Cai^ridge s diversity Press , l9Si77
P m l!l �
* Kuaaell^ og^, oit,, p. 26,
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gpgfeftd. A larg� Bxiffiber of m&n and woman wer� at
tracted by tho meseaga of Gfeorge Fox. Tbe first deoad�
witnessed a great Ingatberlng and tfee movement rapidly
spread In -the Irltlsfe Isles. Many ministers were raised up
mmg the followers liio went about with their message, lith-
in that first deeade the British Isles, the Continent, and
the lew World had all felt the stirrings of Quakerism.�
{gharaoter1 st1 @s and vision. Quakerism may be said
to he oharaot-eri^ed by a strain of Puritanism, with ei^feasls
i^on dlsoipline in �very area of life, by a strain of mystic
ism, with ei^haeis upon a vital inward religious estperlence,
and by a soolal dynamic, active in the alleviation of human
suffering.� fhe missionary movement of Quakerism from its
inception grew out of the essential belief of Quakers that
in all men - of every race and condition - there is a divine
potentiality for fruth, "that of Cod in every man." This
belief placed on them the responsibility to proclaim the
Truth to all persons without respect to place or status.^
II-, ISITIAI. mm OP FSOTDS II JAMAICA
^ Oirlstlan H, Jones, Amrlosm Friends in World Mis
sions (Elgin, Illinois 5 Brethren Publisiiing House,
'
1�4'^| ,
pp, 1.1*�14.
� Sarold B, Kuhn, ^The History of Friends** (tJhpub-
11shed class lecture notes, Asbury �leologioal Seminary,
Spring, 1955).
^ Jones, 0�, clt., p. IS.
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"Quaker Invaalon." According to Elbert Hussell,
'*Th� first Quakers who Cfiusie to Aiaerlca were almost wholly
missionaries, "8 ffji� same zeal that had sent them over the
British Isles and to other countries also sent them to the
West Indies and to the colonies In America, 9 The British
island of Barbados became a kind of distributing point for
Friends coming from England to the Caribbean islands and
America. In the same year that the British captured Jamaica,
16S5, two Quaker women, Mary Fisher and Ann Austin, landed
in Barbados on their way to America. Soon after 1656 a
Quaker community of some slae grew up in Barbados . Converts
had also been won in Bemuda , Jamaica, Nevis and Surinam by
1660.2.0
By 1662 two Friends ministers, Ann Roblson and Oswell
Heritage, had died In Jamaica .3-1 Another Friend, John Taylor,
laboring in Jamaica at that time, writing in 1664, said,
I stayed there alone two years . I preached the Gos
pel in ray own hired house at Port Cogway, and hired
another at Spanish town, then the capital city, and had
meetings there also and several other meetings were
settled in the island .12
� Russell , o�, cit . , p. 38.
� Ibid., pp. 38-39 .
10 Ibid., p. 39.
11 Gilbert Bowles , Jamaica and Friends* Missions
(Oskaloosa, Iowa: Western ??ork Publishing t'ompany, n. d. ),
p. 49.
h2S~* 2l!L* documented as to source of quota
tion.
S9
fhe vlalt of CteoT^e Fox and hie oompaniona . In 1671
George Fox and twelve eompanions sailed for Barbados on the
J^^^^ Industry , fhe names of the other Quakers were as
follows? William Edmunson, fhcaaas Eriggs, John Rouse, John
Stubbs, Solomon Eocles, James I�anoaster, John Cartwright,
Robert Widders, George Fattlson, John Hull, Elisabeth Hooten,
and Eliaabeth Miers. fhey separated when they reaohed Bar*
bados beoause different ones were called to different fields.
James I�an�aster, Jofeaa Cartwri^t, and CJeorge Fattison went
to Jamaica and began laboring in the service of the iJospel
there .1�
After a few months �eorge Fox, William Edraunson, Ro*
bert Widders, Solomon Ecoles, and Elizabeth Hooten joined
the men i^o had gone ahead to Jamaica. About a week after
their arrival In Jamaica, Elizabeth Hooten, who had been
one of the first followers in the Friends movement and was
by this time of advanced years, dled.l^
0eorge i'ox's description of their labors in Jamaica
was set down in his Joiamal:
We had a quick and easy passage to Jamaica; where we
met with James Lancaster, John Gartwrlght, and Qeorge
Pattlson again, who had been labouring there in the
13 Samuel M, janney. History of the Religjious Society
of Friends, From Its Rise to the "^eaFHSSS, Vol; it (Phll-
iielpSlat f. Ellwood Zell, 1861), pp. 249-250.
^* Ibid., pp. 251-258,
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service �f truth; into whieh we forthwith entered with
them, trevelllng up and down throtigh the Island, which
is large; end a brave country it is, though the people
are many of them debauched and wioked. We had much ser
vice* There was a great eonvlneement , and many received
the truth; seme of *^ich were people of account In the
world. We had many meetings there, which were large,
and very quiet. The people were civil to us, so that
not a mouth was opened against us . I was twice with the
govej�nor, and scaae other magistrates, who all carried
themselves kindly towards me, . . .
Ihen we had been about seven weeks in Jamaica, had
brought friends Into pretty good order, and settled
several meeting� amongst them, we left Bolomon. Ecoles
there; the rest of us embarked for Maryland; leaving
friends and truth prosperous in Jamaica, the lord's
power being over all, � � ,1�
Ii�ter laboreyg. William Edmiasson, who had worked in
the island in the group with Oeorge Fox, returned in 1683,
He wrote.
We landed at Fort Royal and came to John Wilmofs
house, After having a meeting there we travelled to
many parts of the island and had many meetings for the
worship of Ood; also men's and women's meetings about
church affairs .3-6
170*? Thomas Chalkley went to Jamaica and held
meetings in the three chief towns. He reported *that the
people were generally very wicked,**!'^ In 1709 Thorns held
15 George Fox, Journal (Fhiladelphla: Friends' Book
store, n�d*}, pp. 446*447 ,
1^ Jones, op, cit., p. lES, Hot documented as to pri
mary source.
Ibid,, p, 123,
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teveral meetings, which marks the last notice in the writings
of early Friends about Jamaica, I� The ntjmber of Friends in
Jamaica at the beginning of the eighteenth oentiiry has been
estimated at �,500,1�
decline, There are few traces left of the work of
the early Friends In Jamaica, Some of the Friends colonists
probably returned to Bstgland when they had prospered.
Others went to the colonies in America, Most of the rest
probably returned to England when the slaves were freed and
the industries in the island became paralyzed, Gilbert
Bowles comments, '^Besides all this, the luxury, vice, and
worldllness of the colonists were not favorable to th� spirit
of (^kerlimi,"^0
III. SECOro OOMIHG OF FHIEHDS TO JAMAICA
Bngllsh Friends eontlnued to be Interested in Jamaica.
Their second series of religious visits to the island were
definitely in the Interests of the Hegroes, After the act
�f eaanelpatlon �f the slaves was passed a system of ap
prenticeship was tried as a substitute for slavery. In 1837
two Friends, Joseph Sturge and Thomas Hardy, went to in
vestigate this apprenticeship, '^fhey freely exposed the
18 Bowles, 0�. clt,, p, 50,
19 Loc, cit,
SO Bowlee, o�, clt., p, 51,
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cruelty of the mastera to public opinion. "21
Joseph John Qxxmey and John Oandler paid a religious
visit to the island in 1840. Orover K&mp, Caleb Keio^, and
William Holmes went in 18S7 and preached to the Kegroes.22
The riots of 1865, which led to the abolishing of the
Jamaican eonstltution and the establishing of crown colony
government, revived the interest of Friends in the conditions
of the legroes. At a Friends meeting held in London in 1866,
they expressed their concern for the condition and treatment
of the Hegroes and appointed Thomas Harvey and William Bre-
win "to Investigate the condition of Jamaica and to render
assistance as far as practicable." The Committee on legro
Education was placed In charge of this work and the Interest
centered in educational work.83
Summary. In this chapter has been given a brief
sketeh of the rise of the Friends movement because the early
work of Friends is closely related to it both in time and in
spirit. In it Friends ministry to J�alca has been briefly
traced from the earliest times to about 1868, at which time
Thomas Harvey and William Brewln returned to England and re-
21 Bowles, loc. clt.
i��* clt ,
25 Bowles, 0�. cit. , pp. 51-52.
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ported their visit completed ,24
In chapter five is shown the rise of the present
work of Friends in Jamaica, with particular reference to the
develppment of the Friends meetings.
Ibid. , p. 82.
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Tht present work of ^rienis in Jeaalca dates from
1881 ? It 1� distinet or separate from th� earlier work of
Friends in the 1sitod, whieh has heen briefly traced in the_
prooedlng'ehapter, except for the factor of the continming
interest of Friends in Jamaica from the earliest times. In
this chapter is presented an analytical sis'vey 'sifeich was
wade of the present work as a. whole, with the chief interest
oentering upon the development of the meetings into what has
becoBie Jsraalca Yearly Meeting.
I. fll BIRfH OF THE WOIK
Evi Sharpies s * concern. The present work of Friends
in �Jamaica was begun throu^ the call and evangelistic work
of a y��ig minister, Ivi Sharpless, of the Iowa Yearly Meet
ing of Friends. He carried his concern to the Yearly Meet
ing im session at Oakaloosa, Iowa, in 1881, ^he minutes for
%xth I>ay Moming, tth Month, �th, record the following s
Our fi*iend:,Bvi* Sharpless, a minister, laid before
this meeting a concern 'that had been resting on his
mind for some years, to visit in gospel love some of
the Iteet ladia Islands, and to labor there as an evan*
gelists also t� perfofw some labor in the United ftate�
on the way going and retujralngj and produced a minutew.of
wslty therewith from Stuart Monthly Meeting, endorsed by
Bear Creek Quarterly Meeting,
After a time of prayerful deliberation thereon this
meeting unites In leaving him at liberty to attend to
his concern as Truth may �pen the way; and appoint David
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Hunt, frlstam Coggsball, Laurie Tatuia, James Hadley,
Louisa PuXghum, George 8, Ihite, Abigail Kenworthy, and
Charles Hutehinson to prepare a suitable minute in the
ease and produce It to a future session of this meeting,!
In addition to freeing S^vi Sharpless to enter the
work to which he felt Divinely led, the Yearly Meeting en
couraged another yoimg man, William Merahall, to acco�^any
him,2
Beginning . fhe two men arrived in Kingston, Jamaica,
in Ifovember, 1881, There they received a cordial welcome
from missionaries of other denominations, William Marshall
did not stay long, Evl sharpless remained and visited
different missions and conferences. He was accorded utmost
liberty in working among the missions of other denominations.
He carried on an itinerant type of evangelistic ministry.^
Cedar ?alley Mission, Evi Sharpless* first attes^t
to start a mission was early In 1883, at Cedar Valley, a
high mountain valley In the eastern part of the island. He
^ Minutes of Iowa Nearly Meeting of Friends , 1881
(Oskaloosa , Iowa : Herald Printing 6'ompany, 1881), p. 9.
2 Gilbert Bowles, Jamaica and Friends ' Missions (Oska
loosa, lowat Western Work Publi shing Company , n ,d . ) , p , 53,
^ Ibid., pp, 55-54.
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Biade this attempt because of the spiritual need of the peo
ple and their earnest solicitation for a mission. After
using an old plantation hous� and a temporary booth, a place
for meeting was secured on the Oedar Valley estate. This
place, the upper room of a large coffee house, served as a
meeting place, school room, and living quarters until a
mission building could be erected. In addition to Sabbath
meeting and Bible school, a candidates' class was organized
in ^Ich all classes of Inquirers were taught what Ohris-
tianity is, how to become a Christian, and what the teach
ings of the church are.^
II. GROfOT AJ� EXPAISION
Ayoa and centers of work. As has been indicated, the
first mission was established at Cedar Valley, In the east
ern end of the Island, about twenty-five miles northeast of
Kingston, After new recruits arrived to take charge of the
Cedar Valley mission i^vi Sharpless was free to take \xp evan
gelistic work again. Early in 18B5 he went to the extreme
eastern end of the Island in the vicinity of Hector' River,
There he established mission� at Amity Hall and Seaside. ^
In the course of time the work spread chiefly north and west,
* Ibid., pp. &4-5S.
^ IMji*, PP- 56-93.
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along the �oaat. foday tho work iaoliad�� tb� northtaatorn
portion of the island, covering an area of approximately
tHrenty by seventy miles �^ fbis area is shown on the map
placed at the close of this stiidy*
In the earlier days the work centered in (1) prin
cipal stations where foreign missionaries resided, (g) where
there were organised chnrcheSj, (3) regular preaching points
or outstations, and (4) schools conducted by Friends*
Gradually it has com� to center aro\md CD Monthly Meetings,
(S) organized congregations, and {3) schools laader the care
�f Friends. The names of the chief places of Friends work,
with the approximate date the work was first established
there are listed below t
Cascade (Formerly Cedar Valley)
4mity Hall
^iff lay (Discontinued) ... .
Port Antonio flevived in 1�14)
Seaside ��..��*�..��
Hlghgate Revived in ltl6) . � .
iyenotto �ay (Discontinued) ? �
Orange Bay ......
Orange Hill ����������
Fort %ria (Discontinued)
Fellowship or West
Burlington ,��.������*.�.
Quaker 1111 (formerly Trinity) � . .
Bpiey Orove (low Dover) .......
Albany ��..���*��..�*.
Belfield �����*��..
1883
1883
1883
1883
1886
189S
1893
1905
1905 or 1910
1907
1011
1911
1913
1921
1924
1936 or 1937
Kingston fHevived after almost 200 years) (?)
6 Ellen Davis, Friends In Jamaica (Richmond, Indiana t
Amerioan Friends Board of ^ssltwaa, n.d.), pp. 10-11.
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IiOgaia W� Bmlth, writing for th� ^imld Eeport, 1953,
said,
Frianda work In Jamaiea 1� largely In th� poorer
eomimitles. Amity lall, Beaside, I^ng ^ad, West
CFellowship ), Biirlington, Orange Eay, Oascade, Pover,
Orange 1111, Albany, Belfield, and Comaker Bm meetings
are all In poor eomtry dlstrlots. In Port Antonio the
meeting is in a very poor area of town. Alone is High*
gate Meeting in a growing residential town with good
proipeots for the future. At ^orer there is a new land
settlement and the church has -a �lac� in the community
life. Between Seaside and l*ong ��ad is a developing
land settlement area, fhe Seaside Meeting is kept
strong by some stable families of the area and Happy
�rove Sohool,'?'
lumber of churches aM membership. After almost
three*quartera of a eentiary of work in Jamaica the niimber of
Ifonthly Meetings now stands at twelve. In addition to these
twelve Slonthly Meetings there are two organised oongregatlons ,
At times there has been a larger total nimber of places where
meetings were held, but at no time has there been a larger
nwber of lonthly Meetings,
A study of the annual reports published by the Ameri
can l^lenda %ard of Missions reveals that, with one exoep**
tion, work had been established prior to 1985 in all places
where there is now either a Monthly Meeting or an organised
oongregation. I*ogan W, S^th made the following observation
^Field Reports , 1953 (Hichmond, Indiana: American
Friends Board of sti salons), pp, 86-27 ?
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Priends have not opened a new work in years, but of
ten transfer in hopes of better conditions - Cedar
�' Hurst to Cascade, Spicy Crove to i>over, Orange Hill to
Friends-town, Hamony Hall to Hlghgate and still talk
of, ?If we were only relocated we would do better.' The
only new work mentioned since 1925 is Belfield in 1937;
therefore, this still small attempt is our only effort
at escpanslon in 30 years
fhe church membership is at approximately the same
figure that it was fifty years ago. Inhere appears to have
been a steady increase in msembership to the year 1914
when it reached the highest point in the history of the
work. Fr�R 1914 there has been a gradual decline in member
ship, with only a slight temporary rise now and then. The
trends in the number of churches and in membership are evi
dent from the statistics presented on Table IV, page 91,
The meetinghouses range from small frame buildings
to beautiful concrete buildings , ^ome of the newer concrete
meetinghouses , which would appear modest in an American city,
rise almost cathedral-like in their settings in the Island, 9
Educational work. Iherever Friends have developed
settlements In Jamaica they have also established schools.
The niamber of schools at any time has not been large . The
growth of the educational work may be said to lie not so much
� Field Reports. 1952 (Riclmond, Indiana j As�rioan
Friends Board of Missions ) , p. 37.
� �� Davis, o�. cit., pp. 23-34.
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in the nvmher of schools and the size of the enrollment as
In the amount and quality of the work* fhis work has grown
from numerous scattered beginnings, apparently without a
large amount of preconceived planning, to a well -organised
and efficient group of institutions. Five of these insti
tutions are under the direction of the Friends Educational
Council Limited, fhere has been a tendency to outgrow the
buildings and facilities of the boarding schools* Friends
Christian eduoation will be discussed more fully in chapter
six. Table III, page 90a, includes educational statistics.
Jamaican Friends are now concerned that the growth
of their work and their influence is so largely limited to
one area and not touching the island as a whole to a greater
extent.
III. I^EADERSHIP
At first leMerahip in the Friends work in Jamaica
was supplied almost entirely by the American missionaries.
They served at once as spiritual guides , teachers , social
reformers, and doers of good works In practical fields.
Gradually there has been a shifting from all American leader
ship to a large proportion of national leaders, with more
distinct areas of service. The responsibility for supply
ing their own leadership has rested increasingly upon the
membership of the Society of Friends in the island since
Si
their own Yearly Meeting wae set up in 1941.10
A total of seventy-eii^t Missionaries have gone to
the field fllnee Evi Sharpless was freed for suoh service
by his Yearly Meeting in 1881. fhey have been a great and
good people. Their names and the periods of their service
are shown on Table II, pages 90. Some of them, because
they labored so well at such strategic tim^e, have made an
outstanding contribution to the ongoing of the work� Among
these have been Ivi Sharpless, Jesse and Elizabeth Townsend,
Arthur and Alma Swift, �llbert Farr, and Wendell and Faye
Farr. A company of women who have made an inestimable con
tribution and have given a much needed continuity to the
work includes such names as Alma Swift, Mary White, Alsina
Andrews , Sada Stanley, Alice Kennedy, and Florence %ith.
A nimiber of "foreign** missionaries who were officially re
tired from the work remained in the island and continued to
give active support to the work.
There has been a faithful line of national workers�
ministers, teaohers, %ble women , and other helpers (See
Table III). The names of those who have especially stood
out in leadership are Charles and Mabel Vincent , Zephaniah
and Frances Cunningham, and Kenneth and lella Crooks *
Eighteenth Anntaal Report of the American Friends
Board of Missions CKaw series). I94lg^l�l7. p. ^4.
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Ibil� there have been many i^eriean missionaries ^ho
have gone to the field, and many national workers, the lines
have heen altogether too thin. Obtaining adeqmte leader
ship, both in respeot to ntuabers and to fiaalifloatlons, ap
pears as one of the most diffioult problems throughout the
history of the- work, fhe field report for l�Sl�lgS8 desig
nated' the' matter of producing leadersblp as the most aout�
problem for Jamaican Frlends.il
I?-. wm&mB OF mm
Meeting activities. Friends in Jamaica have followed
essentially the same type of program as Friends in the IMi-
ted States. Became the work in Jamaica was pointed In the
direction of atm� day becoming a ITearly Meeting # and since
it has become a Yearly Meeting, It fiinotlons in so far as
distance and other factors will allow as a part of the family
of Yearly Meetings feaown as the Five Years -Heating of
Friends -,2.^ of the l�iends meeting� in Jamaica, with the-
Board
^� Mote: ^e Yearly Meetings constituting the Five
Tears Meeting of Friends, whose central office� are in Rich
mond, Indiana, function through ten channels of service,
namely? Christian Education, Iducation, Evangelism, Missions,
Feaee and Social Ooneerns, fublieations Boards j and Fenslons,
Stewardship, Ministerial training, saad 4ged linlsters and
Misflloaarles Otwsilttees. Closely associated ��operating
organijsat ions are the American FrieMs Service Committee,
Men* a lixtension Movement, and Uhlted Society of Friends Women.
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exception of one, follow the pastoral systea which seems
best suited to the needs of the people. A groiiQ> in Kingston
is organised along the traditional lines without a pastor
Meeting activities which relate to method may be sum
marized in part as including Gospel preaahlng, worship ser
vices, %ble school, Bible study groups, prayer meetings,
class meetings, personal work, and hous� to house visita
tion, there ha� heen abundant opportunity for preaching the
Qospel, A large proportion of the missionaries have been
given a share in the preaching ministry by the Head of the
ca-iurch. Almost equally ei^haslzed with the preaching of the
Oospel has been the teaching of the Gospel, Bible schools,
or Sabbath schools, and ^ible study have heen a part of the
work sinee its beginning (See Table III, page9Ck� ) It is
uncertain bow long the class meetings (a term more un
friendly than Quakers) were used, but In the earlier years
at least they were used effectively by the missionaries as
a means of keeping aequainted with the spiritual lives of
the church members. Visitation, particularly outside of the
villages, has been difficult and time-oonsmlng because of
the rugged terrain in the part of the isl^d where the
Friends work is located,
125 Christian H, Jones, Aa^ricag Friends In World
Missions (Elgin, Illinois : a?ethren PublishlngTouse, 194 6 ) ,
pp. 13a-133,
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Special eiscphasls has been placed ispon youth work.
fhe first Ohristian Endeavor Society was organised at Sea
side as' early as 1S92. Strong Christian Endeavor and Junior
Societies have been a means of reaching many people and have
been the training ground of many native helpers. 3.4 How
Jamica has a Young Friends* Council and six active Young
Friends groups .^^
Muoational activities. CSirlstian H. Jones makes the
following observation in regard to the educational work of
Friends in Jamaicas
Heligion and education have gone hand in hand in
Jamaica as in all Friends mission fields, fhe need for
both was so obvious to the first missionaries that both
activities began simultaneously. 16
In addition to the Christian education activities
which have been a regular part of the meeting activities.
Friends have been engaged in educational work in boarding
and day schools (See Table IV, pagesgi for statistics).
Boarding schools have seemed partlc\ilarly essential because
of the desirability of wholesome atmosphere and because of
the disparity between enrollment and attendance in the day
schools. The aim in the boarding schools has been to train
1* Bowles, o�. cit., p. 128.
1^ Minutes of the Jamaica Yearly Meeting of Friends
Held at Hlghgate, "SSsalca, April 20-22, 19&4, p.TO.
1� Jones, o�. clt,, p, 133,
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th� heart and hand ae well aa the mind. Friends have had
an interest In a small nmtoer of elementary day schools.
Often the teacher of such a day school has been either one
of the missionaries or a leader in the chwch.
Social serrlc� activities. Friends in Jamaica have
also taken a part in social service activities, fhey have
been active in temperance and social pnrlty work, fe^er*
ance bands, **Band8 of Hope,* were organlBSd in the early
years of the work.l'i' Friends cooperated in an interde-
nomlnational movement called '*ITpward and Onward," the object
of which was to Improve the moral and soo!al life of the
womanhood of �^amai�a. In the Friends' organizational struc
ture there is a consolidation of peace, temperance, public
morals and service interests in the department known as
peace and social concerns, isfelch functions through committees
on the lonthly Meeting level.
Friends* compassion on hcsaseless children has been
manifested in a few small orphanages maintained at various
times over the years, fhe homes now connected with the
boarding schools have to soaae extent grown out of t*iis
enrller orphanage work and have absorbed it. Two of these
h��e8, Swift-Perscell and Lyndale, are approved by the Ju
veniles Authority and receive boys and girls, respectively,
Bowles, 0�. cit., pp, 183*125.
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sent to them hy the Juveniles Authority and Parochial
Board. 3.8
f.he vocational training and education for the whole
of living given by the schools renders a large social ser
vice. In addition to these emphasis in the other schools,
Friends College, which was first opened in 1953, has become
a center for training social welfare workers .19
The theme for the last session of Jamaica Yearly
Meeting (1064) would seem to sxammarize the social conscious
ness and the relative value placed upon social service ac
tivities which have oharacterlEed Friends work in Jamaica.
Significantly enough, the theme was "Advancing with Christ
throu^ our impact on social Issues,
Other methods � Among other methods. Friends have
used the printing press to spread Truth. A monthly paper.
Friends Jamai ea lisslon. first published in 1893 and sent
for several years to Friends over toierlca, has been credited
with saving the mission.21 Mothers* meetings and children's
meetings have been helpful. Visual aids, beginning with
1� W. A, Cover, compiler, fhe Sandbook of Jwaalca for
1954 (Kingston: Oovernment Printing Office, l'�f4), p. 385.
1� Gladys Jones, "Fduc&tion in Jamaica, " Education on
<Owp Mission Fields (Blclmiond, Indiana s American Friends
Board ot � lils e ions , n.d.), p. 52-53.
SO Minutes.' of the Jamaica Yearly Meeting of Friends
Held at Hlghgate, TSmaTca, AFi*il 20-:^H, 1^64, Cover page.
21 C. Jones, o�. cit,, p. 130.
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Arthiip Swift's ^isagio lantern,** feave served to teaoh
fruth A cireulating library has been btillt Mp for us�
by th� teaohers and ministers .25
^ Bowles, 0�* Pit . . p. 129.
^ f^^�^ Annual Report of the Amerioan Friends Board
of Misgions (Hew Series ) / 1929^9S^ p. 54.
V. sfAOEs OF nmmoTmm
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Ther� appears to be three stages in the development
of the present work of Friends in JaMSlca, These stages
oaxinot be olearly marked off at stated years but overlap
eaoh other ,24
Pioneer st^a^e � i^iarlng the first or pioneer stage of
the work volunteer workers went to the field for unspecified
periods of time and began religious and educational work
where the need appealed to them, fhey used hastily con
structed booths�which were about as hastily destroyed by
the heavy rains and hurricanes�tents and rented places for
their meetings and schools until they could erect some frame
missions buildings* The finances were st^plied by the
missionaries themselves or by vol\mtary contributions made
by interested Friends.
This period was characterized by a rapid turnover in
missionary personnel. Some of them became sick. At times
the number was so small that the work was threatened. In
the space of ten years (1881-1891 ) ten missionaries had gone
to the field and had returned home again. These were years
of learning about the field, about the care of health, and
2* Twentieth Annual Eeport of the American FPienda
Board of MissionsTHew Series ) . 19le-XW9. p. 1^-8Y1^
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about necaesajpy preparation, fhe temporary character of the
work in this stage created a sense of insecurity and un
certainty which caTieed the converts to suffer and kept
others trcm joining the mission.2S
"Mission" stage. During the �'Mission" stage the work
was adopted by mission boards in the United States, who sent
out workers, supplied funds, and established Meetings which
were identified with Friends in the Tftiited States. 26
The missionary interest which Friends in Iowa Yearly
Meeting had in Jaraaiea led to the beginning of an organised
effort in 1883. At the missionary session of the Yearly
Meeting held that year^ along with other speakers who told
of missionary work being carried on in different parts of
the world, William Marshall, who had gone to Jamaica with
Evi Sharpless in 1801, laid the needs of Jamaica before the
people , The report of the Missionary Association to the
Yearly Meeting reads, in part,
TO IOWA YEARLY MEETING: - The meeting of the Missionary
Association held 9th Mo., 9th, 1883, was large and in
teresting � Wm. Harshall, Isaac Sharp and Blisa Arm
strong gave a history of the work in Jamaica and other
lands . The sentiment of the meeting seemed to be that
scaaaethlng more definite should be done, and the following
resolution was unanimously passed :
Resolved. That in view of the demand for missionary
25 0, Jones , o�. clt.. pp, 127-128.
26 Twentieth Annual Heport of the American Fri ends
Board of Missions (New Series), 19��-TM9, o�, clt.. p, 16,
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work In Jamaloa w� teml the time has eome for Friends to
establish and support a Mission Station on that island,
and we reeoroend that Friends of Iowa Yearly Meeting eon-
sider it their speeial field.
It Is suggested that such funds as we have been in
the habit of sending to Mexico be hereafter applied to
Jamaica.27
fhese suggestions were adopted and the task of carry
ing them out, as far as funds obtained by voluntary contri
butions made possible, was referred to the Missionary Board .28
In 1891 the Christian Endeavor Union in Iowa Yearly
Meeting decided to take part in this missionary work. From
1891 to the present time the young Friends have had an in
terest and a ifaar� in the support of this work. In 1898
the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society of Iowa Yearly Meeting
was also ready to give assistance .29 xt should also be said
that during the time that the work in Jamaica was under thfe
auspices of loway Yearly Meeting some Friend� In other Yearly
Meetings were interested in the work and gave valuable
assistance.
fhe American Friends Board of Foreign Missions was
Minutes of Iowa Yearly Meeting of Friend� . 1883
(Oskaloosa, lowaj "herald Printing dompany , 18S3), p. 24.
^� Mi* clt.
2@ Gilbert Farr, "Brief Sketches of Friends' Jamaica
Missions," Foreign lleslon .�ork of American Friends (American
Friends Board orForeign
'
^IsHonsT 1^12), pp. M-1'07.
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formed In 1894 (mien this board was united with the Home
Missions Board in 1929 the one board thus formed became the
American Friends Board of Missions). At first this board
acted as a biareau of information and in an advisory capacity
to the learly Meeting miesionary boards and associations.
In 1902 it became the misElonary board of the Five Years
feting of Friends. Several Yearly Meetings began to trans
fer the supervision and direction of their mission work,
along with their financial support, to the board. As early
as 1906 Iowa Yearly Meeting indicated a readiness to share
the responsibility of its work in Jamaica with tiie board .^^
It turned over more and more of its responsibility tantll In
191� it transferred all the property It held in Jamaica to
the board
This stage is called the '^Mission'* stage, not only
beoause the work was under the mission boards, first of Iowa
Yearly Meeting and then of the �^ive Years Meeting, but also
because of the organization of the work and the workers.
Friends missionaries from America are organized on each
mission field Into a groi^ called the "Mission.'* This or
ganization is separate from the Indigenous or national
30 c. Jones, 0�. olt . , pp. 48-61.
^�yg�th Annual Report of the Asieri can Friends Board
of Missions (Hew Series). 1935-1^6. p. 29,
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ohxiroh. The ^^Misslon" acts as an intemediary between the
beard and the indigenous church. Its task is to help the
indigenous chuech develop in leadership, numbers and apirlt-
ml power to the point where it becomes "self-propagating,
self-directing, and self-supporting'* and foreign help is no
longer needed. Meanwhile, it holds its own meetings at
stated times and cooperates closely with the board, making
reports, suggesting bMgets, and administering funds
Ihereas th� aim in the pioneer stage was to evan
gelize as rapidly and In as many places as possible, the
aim in the **Mi8Si�n'� stage was to develop the Friends chwch
in Jamaica, which should ultimately Christianize a larger
territory through trained native leadership than would be
possible through a small number of American missionaries.
The �*Mis8i�n" built upon th� work begun by the pioneer
missionaries, but the work was confined to a few strategic
centers where the efforts of the missionaries were largely
directed toward training native leadership and cultivating
th� native church. fhe policy in control during the
**Mlssion" stage explains in part the apparently slow growth
afwl limited e3Epanslon of the work,
^'^ Twenty-Fourth Annual Report of the toerloan FrlerMls
Board of Foreign. Missions, ifa8-1919, pp, 'St^^STT
^
^we^ty-Flghth Annual Heport of the toerl can Friends
Board of Foreign ktssiohsV 1928-1925'. p .
63
Part of the work dtiring th� "Mission" stage was or
ganization whieh pointed toward th� establishment of the
Jamaica Yearly Meeting of Friends, Cedar ?all@y Monthly
Meeting, first organized in 1885, with a membership of sixty-
one, was the first step in this direction, Prior to this
time Evl Sharpless had sent some applicants' names to Stuart
Monthly Meeting, both In Iowa, where they had been received
into membership with Friends.24 Twelve monthly meetings
were organized by the time the Jamaica Yearly Meeting was
set \sp.
Other signs of organization of the indigenous church
incl\jde the Annual Conferences begun early in the **MiBslon"
stage, and the Central Finance Committee, ^'astoral Com
mittee, and Central Evangelistic Board, all of which were
organized by 1928, At least as far back as 1911 the in
digenous church was Interested in and giving toward home and
foreign missions. Jamaican Friends have been especially in
terested in the Friends Mission in East Africa.
During the "Mission" stage the nationals gradually
assmed more responsibility and initiative for the work.
The Friends Jamaica Mission was discontinued in 1946, five
years after Jamaica Yearly Meeting of Friends was set up.
Bowles, o�. cit,, pp, 62-63,
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During that five-year period the "Mission" shared th� respon
sibility with the Yearly Meeting, Vihen Friends Jamaica
Mission was discontinued all of the responsibility for
Friends work in the Island was placed upon the Jamaican
Friends themselves .S5
Jamaica Yearly Meeting of Friends . A growing self�
consciousness and acceptance of the responsibility for the
direction of Friends work in Jamaica led the Jamaican Friends
to apply to the Five Years Meeting of Friends for a Yearly
Meeting of their own. Accordingly Jamaica Yearly Meeting
was set up in April, 1941, Twelve Monthly Meetings, with
two other congregations and an outstation, constituted three
Quarterly Meetings which in turn constituted the Yearly
Meeting, (This structure is indicated on Table IV, page
91 ) .36
The question may be asked as to what relationship
the American Friends Board of Missions now sustains to the
Friends work in Jamaica. This relationship Is analagous to
that of parent and child, ^'he indigenous church has become
more and more Independent and will eventually, it is hoped,
be able to stand upon Its own feet. At present the board
continues to send some American mlsslonarlea to the field
SSsighteenth Annual Report of the American Friends
Board of MissioniTTHew Series), 19'i^-l9^7, loc. clIT
^^welfth Annual Report of the American Friends
Board of Mission's ( Hew Series ) .'n[9�5^1941. pp. 26-27 .
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and to subsidiz� the work f inanoially .37 fhe nmber of
American workers is small and the situation suggests that
one of their chief services is the training of national
church leaders. The perpetual economic distress of the Ja
maican chiirch necessitates supplementation of finances by
the Board.
Summary. In this chapter has been presented an ana
lytical survey of the present work of Friends in Jamaica.
It may be observed that the work has chiefly followed two
parallel lines, the one subserviant to the other. Friends
have been working in Jamaica for a spiritual purpose. They
have sought to reach the Jamaicans within a relatively small
area for Christ, and then, through the Church, to deepen
and strengthen the spiritual lives of tbeNse thus reached.
They have carried on their work with a view to Jamaican
Friends enlarging the borders of the chiirch in the island.
To this end they have devoted a large part of their work to
training and education, both In the church and in educational
institutions �
Because of the large place Christian eduoation has
had in Friends work in Jamaica, Chapter TI will be devoted
^' Information obtained in conversation with Charles
A. Lampman, Administrative Seoretary, American Friends Board
of Missions.
a dlaoussion of that phage of th� work.
OHAPfEH ?X
FRIESDS OHBISTIAN H^tJCATION IK JAMAIOA
Pri�M�* views of the miiaistry and of leadership in
the ehuroh would seem to necessitate more Christian edu
cation, not less, than in most other church bodies.^ The
importance of Christian education in a democratic religious
body, where all members, under the leadership of the Holy
l^irlt, are free to participate in meetings for worship and
for business, and all share responsibility for the work, is
obvious. Friends do recopiiize special gifts in the ministry,
which add to the possessor's responsibility but does not
raise him above the other members.
Friends ' belief in the "Inner Light" and their belief
in the importance of education may at first seem paradoxical .
A few Friends have always feared and depreciated education
in the schools and have over-strained the expectation of re
ceiving Truth without study and work. On the whole , however.
Friends have shown great Keal for education. In ^erlca.
Friends ' schools sprang up beside the meetinghouses. In
time, umny Friends academies and colleges were established.
It is true that at first the Friends schools were exclusive
and tended to be nurseries for Quaker plants. Friends' views
1 Flbert Russell, The History of Quakerism (New York:
The Macmlllan Company , 1943 ) , pp, tm^^T
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in this respsot have broadened and the modem Friends school
differs little from any other good school, except in that
"formative spiritual influence" which comes from life lived
in the Spirit after the manner of Friends .2 xhe fact that
Friends do not (yet) recognize a professional ministerial
order aocoi^jts for the absence of Friends higher theological
schools �
fhe factors mentioned are reflected In the amoimt and
type of Christian education promoted on Friends mission
fields. Whereas sovm missions, under other auspices, train
a few nationals for leadership in schools patterned after
the theological seminary, this has not been true of Friends
missions . Friends in Jamaica, as elsewhere, have sought to
develop a well-trained native leadership along broader and
more inclusive lines, A small number of individuals have
encotiraged to take specialised training and have done so In
the United States . In general , however , the development of
a trained' native leadership seems to refer to the membership
of the native church as a whole. Understood in these terms,
and In the light of the illiteracy problem, the religious
backgroiaid, and the psychic heritage of the Jamaicans, the
importance and else of the task for Christian education
2 Riifus M. Jones, The Faith and Practice of the
Quakers {London: Methuen and Company Limited, lM0), pp.
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seems tremendous,
Separetlon of chiai'Gfo and state is not a live problem
in Jamaiea.^ fhis fact makes it possible to teaeh religion
in the aohools. Therefore the ehuroh does not have to bear
the entire bwden of Christian education. Friends Christian
education in Jamaica has been carried on through the church,
a relatively small number of schools, and a still smaller
number of homes or orphanages. The work of these insti
tutions has not been unrelated.
I, CHRISTIAI S)tJOAfIOH THBOUCm THE CHORCH
Sunday school. The oldest and most generally used
agency of Christian education In Friends missions in Jamaica
is the Sunday school or Bible school. A Bxinday sohool was
started as part of the first work at Cedar Valley mission
in 1883*^ Since that time Simday schools have been a regu
lar end Important part of the work in all meetings and sta
tions where work has been established (See Table HI, page
90a, for Bible school and membership statistics).
fhere are indications of both progress and lack of
success in the Sunday school work. As early as 1908 the
^ ^�oty-Flrst Annual Report of the American Friends
Board of Missions (Hew Series ), 1949-1950, p. 21.
* Gilbert Bowles, Jamaica and Friends * Missions
(Oskaloosa, lowaj The Western Work Publi sh5ng Company, n.d,),
pp � 54-55 *
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Horth Side Sabbath Sehool Odnferene� was organisad.S Be
fore 1987 the ^tmdey aohools at Seaside had been depart-
aentaiiaied and graded,� -Monthly teaohers' meeting� were
being held at Hlghgate by 1942."^ Notwithstanding progress
in son^ areas of Sunday Sohool work, as shown in th� ex-
Sfflgples cited above, there are indications that the work has
not always or altogether been highly successful. Reporting
in 1941-1942, Sada Stanley said,
, , , fhe Sunday Sdiools, which should be one of the
most enthusiastic and active branches of the work, are
failing to attract and inspire the children. Many of
the teaohers are poorly prepared, and often the superin
tendents do not know what should be done. Only two have
a children � s departmmt separate from the adult.�
The great majority of the S^day school workei�s and
teachers have been Jamaicans . This fact suggests that the
Stmday school has borne the dual responsibility of training
nationals for leadership and teaching the membership enrolled
in the Sunday schools.
Candidates ' classes. One of the first things which
5 Thirteenth Annual Report of the American Friends
Board of Foreign Missions ( Frlend8*^188 ionary Advocate, April ,
1908 ) , p. 22.
� Fourth Joint Anntti^^^ Report of the Home and Foreign
Mission Boards of the f'^lve Years ^eeTTng of FrienSs, 1926-
1927, p. 55.
^Irteenth Annual Report of the American Friends
Board of Missions THew Series). 19iX-IM2. p. �2.
� Loc, olt,
*
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FVi Shapplesa did �t th� Oedar Valley mission, in addition
to heginning Susiday morning meetings and establishing a
Sunday sohool, was to, organize a eandldates* class*� Since
that time the candidates' classes have heen conducted as a
regialar feature of the work. The purpose of the candidates*
class was to prepare converts for full membership in the
ehuroh . The converts met regularly and fre<iuently over a
period of time to study the principles and doctrines of the
ohurch under the leadership of a missionary or a pastor.
These classes were usually small. They usually followed
evangelistic iaeetlngs which had resulted in new converts.
Entrance into church membership through the candidates'
Glass, plus fre<|uent dismissals of ohurhc members for con
duct Inconsistent with Quaker ideals, did not result in
a larga or fast'�>growing membership* It did make for a
thotaghtfuX KQd responsible membership.
Christian I^eavor seeietles. One of the strongest
ageneles fo? Ohristian eduoation has been the Christian
deavor Sooietles. fhe first society, which was also one of
the first on the Island, was �rganlaed at Seaside in 1892.3-0
It appears that Ohristiian Endeavor societies have been quite
strong in the Island among other denominations also. Dr.
� Bowles, op. clt.. p, 55.
3-0 Ibid*, p* 128.
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Francis Glark, founder of th� Christian Endeavor moveiQent
visted the seventh annual convention of the Christian B.n-
deavor Union in Jamaica in 1899. -^"^
Both Ohristian Endeavor and Junior Christian Endeavor
societies liave heen very active. Silfeert Bowles, writing
about 1900, made this observation?
In all of the other stations in addition to Seaside
the Endeavor work has been the means of reaching people,
besides furnishing schools for i^ible study, personal
work, temperance, good literature, and practical Christ
ian duties. � . . ^11 of the successful native helpers
have first been faithful Endeavorers .1�
From the annual reports it appears that the Christian
f^deavor sooletles haw continued to make a similar contri
bution in sub�eqi*�nt years.
Yom^ Friends groups . With the development of the
Friends organization in Jamaica, Young Friends groups have
to some extent succeeded the Christian Ihdeavor, which is
interdenominational in its affiliations. Toung Friends
gvoxxpa have been active in a nmber of the meetings and do
essentially the same work as the Ohristian Endeavor.
Young Friends gi-ojs^s serve as a helpful training school for
Bowles, op. clt . , p. 48.
Ibid,, p. 128.
^5 Sixteenth Annual Report of the American Friends
Board of Missions (Kew Ser ies), 19il-IM5, p. 25.
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ftiture ehm�ch workers.
Leadership training. The Standay school, Christian
Indeavor, and Young Friends grot^s have served as leadership
training agencies. Some attempts have been eiade to hold
weekly teacher training classes. At different times Gospel
teams have been organised. Oommittees have been given
charge of the early Sunday moining and the mid-week prayer
meetings in some places. In a ntmber of Instances, beoause
of the inadequate nmber of missionaries and pastors, native
leaders have learned to take charge of the meetings. As the
church became organised into a Yearly Meeting, native leaders
have been trained and guided to fill the various offices and
to serve on the boards and coumiittees. It may be said that
the leadership training has been largely informal.
Special days . In all of the meetings special days
and speeial services have been very oomBM5nly observed-
Easter, Christmas, Harvest, Missionary, Self-denial, and
others. Ihe programs aiM^ rallies have attracted attendance
and been an interesting and helpful means of Christian edu
cation.
Other means , The problem of financial self-support
has necessitated a large amoxmt of stewardship education.
One of the ways of effecting this has been the use of the
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duplex envelope system.
Hymn singing has been usefxil in Christian eduoation
among tbe JfiBaaloans, as elsewhere. When Evl Sharpless visited
Hector �s Biver in 1883 he walked through the village with
his i^lble and hymn-book in hand; when a crowd had gathered
behind him and they had reached the further end of the vil
lage, he gave out the hymn�
Jesus the water of life will give
Freely to those who love him. '"14
In addition to the regular use of hymns In the meet
ings, choirs have been organized and musical programs have
been give.
Missionary education was begun early by the Friends
with emphases on both home and fcreign missions. Temperance
education has been carried on from the beginning of the work
in Jamaica through meetings, the use of projectors, litera
ture , pledge cards, organizations, Swiday school lessons, and
observation of Temperance Sundays ,^5
Some of the native workers were Bible women. Through
their visitation and personal work in the homes they helped
to spread Bible knowledge. There have also been a small
number of oateohists who have worked largely among the last
Indians ,
14 Bowles, 0�. cit., pp. 56-57.
Nineteenth Anniaal Report of the American Friends
Board of Foreign ^:sslons (Friends MTssTonary Advocafel
February, 1914), p. 27.
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There has heen abimdant opportunity in Jamaica for
Christian education along the line of inter-racial relation
ships. Friends work has heen largely among the colored Ja
maicans or "Creoles," and the last Indians or "coolies.**
Both races, plus a few Chinese and whites, are represented
in the same churches and schools.
Bible study classes have had a prominent place all
through the years. Ihere have been children �s and mother's
meetings. Much stress tms been laid upon raising the stan
dards of the home to Christian levels. Classes in sewing
and homecraft and other practical subjects have been con
ducted for this purpose.
Kingston Center. The Friends groi^ in Kingston has
tended to be small and to consist of leaders in their re
spective fields�lawyers, doctors, and others, most of whom
have received part of their education abroad. xn addition
to quiet meetings for worship, their program has Included
study groups, lecttires, forums, and various forms of creative
activities, such as service projects and work camps, asso
ciated with Friends' Centers aroiond the world, This pro
gram has been secular and cultural in part.
Fourteenth Anniaal Report of the American Friends
Board of Missions (Sew Series ). 194l^lfiF. n. 23.
Twenty-Second Annual Report of the American Friends
Board of Missions (Hew Series). 1950-lfFl. p.l^^*
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II, CHRISflAN EDirOATIOH fEHOtJGH THE SCHOOL
llement&rr day schoola , Friends In Jamalea have al
ways maintained interest In a small niamber of elementary day
sehools (See Table III, page , for statistics), fhese have
been one-room, xmmllf one-teacher schools under Friends
manageaent.ia
The elementary school� in JiBaaica are under the con
trol the Educational l^epartment headed by the Director
of Education, The department issues a code of regulations
whidb include not only the rules of management but a
scheme of work. There are inspectors who visit eaoh
school twice each year�usually two for each of the four
teen parishes, ^�re is also a local school board (usu
ally two for the parish) who have local control and act
through a correspondent or uanager for each school ,
Schools are known as government or voluntary. Govern
ment schools may be held in government-owned or in rented
buildings , Voluntary schools are usually in church-
owned buildings and \mder church management. All are
kept at the same standard and under government inspection
and control , with government paid teachers and govern
ment sanitary and equipment grants , The government pro
vided three-fourths of the building and repair grants in
the voluntary or church schools,19
There has been close cooperation between the church
and the day schools managed by Friends,20 often the teacher
of the school was also a leader in the ohiirch, %ny children
have been brought under the Influence of the mission through
the day schools and have easily been broiight Into the Sunday
school and church as a result of such contact.
Ellen Davis, Friends in Jamaica (Richmond, Indiana:
American Friends Board of Missions, n,d,), p, 82,
1� Gladys Jones, "Education in Jamaica," Education on
Our Mission Fields (Richmond, Indiana: American Friends Board
oFMisslons, n,d,), p. 44,
20 Davis, loc, cit.
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fpienda Eduoatlonal 0eim�tl� A grot^ of well-es-
tabllehod inetltutione , aofeools ana trade departments are
looated at Higbgate, Previously under separate managements,
they have heen o�M�bined into a single unit through the or
ganisation of the Friends Fduoaticnal Gouneil for the pur
pose of developing a more unified program.21 Friends Edu-
oational Oounoll limited was ineorporated in 1942.22 ^he
Institutions ineluded in the Counoll are: the Swift-Pur-
seell Home, the Clermont iilementary Sehool, the Continuation
School, and the I.yndale Home for Girls, A fifth insti
tution. Friends College, was part of the tanit but has more
reoently been used as a dormitory and public welfare center,
A3Lma Swift, without any thought of starting a school,
took a few orphaned boys into her home at Buff Bay during
an influenza epidemic in 1919, In 102S the "orphanage** was
moved to Hlghgate and called Glenleigh. Simple aoadmic
work and agrleulture, carpentry, and industrial subjects
were taught to the boys. In 1937 it was moved to a new site
and combined with a similar sohool aj^ home, beccaalng Swift-
feracell Morne.^^ several trade departments have come to be
SI 1, Davis, op, clt, , pp, 17-18.
2^ W. A, Cover, compiler, fhe Sandbook of Jamaioa for
1954 (Kingston t The Government ?rlntlng Office, i^^4), p. 389.
2S Christina H, Jones , American Friends in World Mis
sions (Elgin, Illinois : Brethren hibiishing House, 1946),
pp, 156�137 ,
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attached to the Hoiae: fhe Friends Graft Industries, the
Woodwork department, the Masonry department, the Shoe Shop,
the Olermont Farm, and the Quaker Dairy. At the �lose of
the year 1054 there were ninety�one boys at the Swift-Purs-
oell home and School.84
The Clermont Elementary School was organised in 1943.
It is the key part of the sohool system. The boys in the
Swift -Pursoell Home and the girls in the LyMale Home re
ceive elementary eduoation and background training for the
trade departments and Continuation School here.
lonoeming the Continuation School, Jack Evans,
Secretary-Treasurer of the Friends Educational Council, saysj
this sohool is the only one of its kind in the Island
at present and is recognised by the Iducation Department
as a unique school . (The school provides an opportunity
for boys and girls to receive an education who are too
old to enter Elementary School or who otherwise woiild not
have an opportunity for a seooiridary education. Many of
these stixdents advance to receive secondary certificates �
In 1954 there were around sixty-six students in this
school, about half of whom were tr<m the two Homes and the
rest from the community .^6
2* Field Reports, 1954 fBieteend, Indiana j American
Friends Board of Missions), p. 42.
29 Jack Ivans , "Friends Educational Council Serving
Heal Meed ( cont'd )," The American Friend , December 2, 1954,
p. 371.
Field Reports, 1954, olt., p. 44,
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Happy Grove School was opened at Seaside in 1898 for
Jamaican and East Indian girls. About the same time an or
phanage was established for orphaned East Indian girls.
Sada Stanley and Jennie Hoover began to take girls into their
h<�ae in Annette Bay in 1914. 'Ihey moved to Albany in 1918.
In 19S1 a home was purchased in Highgate and girls from both
Seaside and Albany were taken to this home which assumed the
name Lyndale Home. 27 Here the girls have received careful
training in domestic science and Christian faith and practice.
Fifty girls were in residence at the end of 1954.28
The boys and girls in the institutions under the
Friends Iducational Counoll live in a controlled and Chris
tian environment. They have some Bible teaching in the
schools. They attend the Sunday school and church services
at the Friends chwoh in Highgate. They take part in Ohris
tian Kndeavor and Bible study groups and other Christian
activities .
Happy^ Grove School . The one secondary school spon
sored by Friends in Jamaica Is the Happy Grove school lo
oated at Hector's River. It was first opened in 1898 in
connection with I^yndale Home for girls. The purpose of this
2'? E. Davis, o�. olt., pp. 12-15.
2� Field Report , 1954. op. cit. , p. 45.
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home and aciiool was to shield girls frcan an evil environment
in their character forming years and to lead each one to
Christ &n early as possible. 29
Happy Grove School became a co-educational day and
boarding school. It has been recognized by the Jamaica
Schools Commission since 1921 and was promoted to an A rating
in 1948.30
fhe school offers a broad, liberal eduoation under
Christian influences and aims to prepare its pi^ils for
complete living. ^@ currlculm Includes academic work
of the Cambridge and London University Local Examinations,
certain phases of commercial work and practical edu-
catlcoa, handcrafts (woodwork) and a growing series of
regular courses in the sciences which include Agriculture,
Health and Home Economics. Students who satisfy the
requirements of character and achievement receive a di
ploma at th� end of prescribed courses. The extra
curricular activities include Track, Athletics, Cricket,
Football, Volleyball, Handball for boys and Softball,
Track, Swimming, and Hetball for girls. There is a
Student Governing Council and several student societies
including Dr�miatics, Music, Science and Writers* clubs
as well as several Choral Groups and a Young Friends
Group ,31
The school has two campuses, one on either side of
Seaside elementary school. Seaside Friends Church is on the
main camptui and most of the classes have been held in the
basement of it.^^- The religious life revolves around the
29 Bowles, o�. 0 -t t . , pp. 116-117,
SO Cover, 0�, olt., p. 365.
Loc. clt,
G. Jones, o�. clt. , p. S5.
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ohweh, ''where pupils attend inspirational aiorning assemblies
every week day and Sunday Sohool and divine worship on Sun-
<Say�*' Fartioipation is rettiired of all pupils,3S
m, omtmiAM �uoatiob mmmn homes ahd orphamaqes
It has already been pointed out in the preceding dis
cussion that the homes for underpriviledged and orphaned
boys and girls started by Alma Swift at Buff Bay, Alsina
Andrews at Seaside, and Sada Stanley and Jennie Hoover at
Annette Bay and Albany, have become Swift-Purscell Home for
Boys and Lyndale Home for Girls, These homes have served as
shelters affording Christian love and care. They have served
as schools teaching Christian ideals and practical knowledge
about Christian living and homOTaking. They have served as
sanctuaries where boys and girls of different races have
been led to Christ and have been nurtured in the Christian
Way,
All of the Friends homes and orphanages appear to have
been absorbed into the boarding schools. Boarding schools
seem essential because of the environment and because com
pulsory attendance at school is not enforced in most places
in the Island ,
Summary, In this chapter the need for Friends to pro
mote Ohristian eduoation, and the agencies through which
a* Jones, o�. Pit � . p. 57.
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Christian education has been promoted on the Jamaican field,
namely, the church, schools, homes and orphanages, has been
discussed. It may be observed that Friends* religious work
has had a usefiil and powerfull ally in the schools Friends
manage and maintain. This has been partlcularlly so because
of the freedom to teach and promote religion in the schools
with the sanction of the State,
CHAPTER ?II
StrnilARY km GOWCLUSIOWS
Smamary, The past history and th� environment of the
Jamaicans mightily affect the progress of CSiristian missions.
The importance of great numhers of slaves and their ejqploit-
ation for material wealth in the early colonial days, to
gether with other �onccaaitants of slavery such as illiteracy,
poverty, disease, and low morals, had calamitous effects
which are still manifest in the economic, cultural and
spiritual life of the island. It appears that Jamaica is
awakening and that both the chiirch and the state are strug
gling to overcome the problems growing out of the past and to
give a new outlook on life to the people.
The major religious denominations are represented in
Jamaioa. Some have been there nearly three centuries. There
still remains much deep-seated superstition and devotion to
iwigan religions. An observation similar to the one Paul made
of the Athenians�*I perceive that ye are very religious**^�
could well be made of the Jamaicans . While there seems to be
considerable religious knowledge there seems to be a great
lack of consistent Christian living.
It was natxiral for English Friends to become interested
^ The Holy Bible, Acts 17:22 (ASV).
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in Jamaica for several reasons. It was the largest of the
British West Indies and then newly acquired. Friends took
the Great Commission seriously with little regard for phy
sical hardships encoijntered in going long distances to
strange lands. They were further Impelled by their character
istic concern for human suffering which followed in the wake
of both the slave system and its abolition. The work of
early Friends In the Island was not organized permanently
and little evidence of their labors remain.
The present work of Friends In Jamaioa is about
seventy-five years old. The work has remained small and the
progress has been slow. The work was pointed in the di
rection of organizing an indigenous chia?ch. The Jamaica
Yearly Meeting of Friends is rather well -organized on paper,
but aottially could not be said to be entirely "self-propa-
gatlng, self-directing, and self-stj^jportlng," They have
been constantly faced with problems of finance and leader
ship. There does not appear to be any relief In sli^t to
solve the problem of finance and the American Friends Board
of Missions must continue Indefinitely to subsidize the work.
Jamaican Friends must look more and more to its young Friends
for effective leadership.
In almost every instance Friends meetings and schools
have gone hand in hand. Through a relatively strong program
of Christian education Friends are endeavoring to prepare
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youth for responsible leadership in the Church and for con
sistent and exemplary Christian living in their homes and
communities �
Conclusions . fhe problems faced by Friends in Jama
ica are similar to those faced by Friends everywhere, only
some of them are more acute there because of the environment ,
poverty, illiteracy, moral standards, and provincial ism.^
Among these problems are : (1) How can the present work be
strengthened; how can new members be gained j how can the
Church exercise a greater Influence on character? (2) How,
with the limited financial and leadership resources, can the
work be widened in the island so that a larger area comes
under the influence of Friends ? teachings? Is It wise and
possible to follow exactly the same plan of organizational
structure and proced\are in the Jamaican Friends churches
as is done in this country?
This study has raised the question as to whether it
can be hoped that Quakerism will appeal to and take hold of
any large portion of the Jamaican population� from the nature
of the denomination and from the nature of the people. How
ever, the latest Minutes of the Jamal oa Yearlj Meeting of
Friends available (1954) contains these statements:
Jaiaaloa needs Quakerism as few other places in the
Twenty-Third Annual Report of the American Friends
Board of Slissions (^ew Series), 1951*^91^7 pp. 40^1.
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world need it. Indeed this Qmkerism must stand for j
1. Personal Istperienee with Christ.
2. Absolute honest and integrity.
S. Strong Families.
4, A proper sense of Stewardship.
5. Clean Living
0. Single Living.
7. A concern for others .3
It may be said that the Friends work In Jamaica still
presents an opportunity and a challenge for the Investment
of consecrated prayers, funds, and talents and service, both
by Friends in Jamaica and in the United States and elsewhere.
y h^^f s of ^he Jamaica Tearly Meeting of Friends
Held at Highgate, "Jamaica, April 20-22, 1954, p. 2",
TABLE I
ANALYSIS OP THE CHURCH IN JAMAICA
^ 1 * Places of Coffim\ml cants or Total ChristianChxarch or Mission Worship Pull Members Community
NATIOML ORGANIZATIONS
Chtirch of the Province of the West
Indies-Diocese of Jainaica(S.P.G. ) 256 32,985 350,311
Congregational Union of Jacsaica a 47 2,900 8,500
Jamaican Baptist Union (B.M.S.) e 251 22,940 383,000
Presbyterian Ghxipch of Jamaica b 100 11,951 50,000
BRITISH SOCIETIES
Apostolic Church Missionary Move-
1,000 *S,000
Christian Missions in Many Lands � � �
Church of Scotland, P.M.C. g g g
Methodist Missionary Society
ISTERNATIONALLY-SirpPORTED SOCIETY
177 16,226 100,000
Moravian Missions 38 5,276 12,398
NORTH AMERICAH SOCIETIES
African Methodist Episcopal Church 4 520 520
American Friends Board of Missions 17
Assemblies of God 43 871 3,326
�5fr22,000Church of God 158 7,336
678Church of God fHoliness) Mis. Bd. 48 3,300
Church of God, Missionary Board 84 19,000 25,000
Missionary Bands of the World � 400
P<Usslonary Church Association, Inc.,
18 1,264 5,394
Pilgrim Holiness Church 19 407 900
-4
TABLE I (continued)
AHALYSIS OF THE CHOHCH OF JAMAICA
Giiurch of Mission Places of Cclorsnlp i
)iniiunlcants or
f'ull Members
Total Chr:
CoOTiun:
LSt Ian
tty
Sovontht-Day Advent i st s
Seventh -Day Baptist Missionary
Itoited Brethren in Christ
lltaited Christian Missionary
West Indies Mission
214
18
12
33
15,771
655
520
2,780
32,433
�-2,000
1,900
^^8,350
NOTE: This table is part of a larger statistical table given In the World Christian
Handbook (cited previously), pp. 237-238. This book was printed in 1952 and the
statistics above represent either the latest available figures or estimates.
�- Rough editorial estimates
a Colonial Missionary Society
e Figures Include all West Indies
b In federal relation with the Church of Scotland
g Included in flg\ires of Presbyterian Church of Jamaica
Figures in Italics are repeated from the 1949 edition of the World Christian Handbook .
oa
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TABLE II
WORKERS AHD PB'RIOD OF SERVXCB
Evl Sharpless 1881-1887
Jesse Townsend ....... 1883-1887
Elizabeth fownsend ..... 1883-1887
John ^. Hlatt 1886-1887
Esther A. llatt . 1886-1887
William E. Green 1886-1888
Joslah i^lllon ........ 1887-1889
Maomi George 1688-1893
Mary Dillon ......... 1888-(?)
Jesse G. George ....... 1889-{?)
Arthur 1. Swift 1889-1909
Gilbert L. Farr . 1891-1903
Helen M. Farr . 1892-1913
Arthur B. Farr ....... 1892-1897
Anna M, Farr ........ 1892-1903
H, Alma Swift ........ 1893-1934
Georgle Griffith , 1895-1900
Rufus Garrett ........ 1895-1900
Mary E. Ihlte ........ 1895-
Sarah 3. Andrews ...... 1896-1898
Charles %hlte 1897-1898
Hellie Ihlte 1897-1898
Gertrude Marriage ...... 1897-1900
Alsina M* Andrews ...... 1897-
Florenco Baker ....... 1899-1908
Sada F. Stanley ....... 1900-
Mary E, Allen ........ 1900-1922
Milton Kenworthy , 1901-1903
Nelta Kenworthy ....... 1901-1903
Jefferson W. Ford 1901-1913
Leah Sooltock ........ 1903-1910
Alice I. Kennedy 1903-
Albert Courtney . , 1903-1905
Ola Courtney ... 1903-1905
Elam Henderson 1909-1910
Elda Henderson 1909-1910
Anna C. Sherman ....... 1911-1913
Eva H. Allen , 1912-1913
Wendell G. Farr 1912-1918
Faye F, Farr . 1914-1918
Jennie M. Hoover 1914-1929
Lora P. Arms 1915-1934
Mllo E. Hlnckle 1917-1922
Addle M. Hlnckle 1917-1922
Gladys Smith 1918-1923
TABLE II (continued)
WORKERS AND PERIOD OP SERVICE
Lillian E� Hayes ...... 1921-1922
Mil� S. Hinokle . 1924-1925
Addie M. Hinckle 1924-1925
Jessie L. Hoover ...... 1925-1927
Alta Hoover ......... 1925-1954
H. Paul Michener ...... 1928-1933
Margaret H. Michener .... 1928-1933
Florence M. Smith 1928-
Robert E. Cope ....... 1932-1934
Ardelle F, Cope ....... 1932-1934
Martha Ihite Cope 1933-1938
Frederick F. Nixon ..... 1936-1940
Erna 0, lixon ........ 1935-1940
Dr. B. F. Andrews (Six mo.) . 1937
Bertha Andrews (Six mo.) . . 1937
Harry A. Wellons 1938-1947
Esther L. Wellons ...... 1938-1947
Myra B. Binford ....... 1940-1945
Wendell C. Parr 1943-1949
Margaret R. Farlow ..... 1945-1951
I. Mack Jones ........ 1946*
Amy Jones . 1946-
Adam Flatter ... 1949-1951
Kaomi Flatter ... 1949-1951
Clifford Meredltb 1949-1951
Ruby Meredith 1949-
Harold Smuck 1950-1951
Evelyn Smuck . 1960-1951
Logan W. Smith 1951-
C^al Smith , . 1951-
Arthold Latham ....... 1953-
Cathryn Latham ....... 1953-
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1896 3 14 257 3 7 16 16 631
1897- 1902
1903 2 10 530 7&0 12 10
1904-1905
1906 6 21 e 966 1500 900 2 8 67 12 975 1 34 5 500
1907
1908 4 19 7 1045 1600 900 2 8 11 13 1038 1 25 4 425
1909 4 19 7 1136 1500 900 2 8 21 16 1206 1 31 5
1910 8 14 4 1202 2000 1150 2 8 25 19 1322 1 24 6 436
1911 5 17 7 1326 1 6 107 23 1248 2 32 S 611
1912 7 18 7 1360 3 10 107 22 2 33 2
1918 5 8 5 700 S 10 103 20 1223 2 32 7 393
1914 7 14 10 1452 541 2 9 103 13 772 2 33 12 584
1915 6 16 8 1349 695 420 2 10 18 16 1000 2 24 10 468
1916 6 58 6 1373 706 4D8 2 ID 39 17 1063 2 42 9 S3S
1917 7 21 S 1340 1525 404 2 10 35 15 867 2 39 8 294
1918 5 12 11 1016 1500 392 2 11 40 11 677
� 48 10 255
1919 e 12 10 1015 1515 624 1 10 33 8 507 3 62 10 334
19^ 4 12 5 4 1021 676 1 13 33 12 665 1 41
8 369
437
1921 5 5 10 1239 637 1 10 39 14 698 3 104 11
1922 5 IS 10 7 433 600 627 7 24 8 640 4 56 5 248
1923 6 7 11 1 971 4:^ 744 6 29 16 745 3 134 10 474
1924 5 6 11 2 1040 810 773 1 7 24 14 823 3 129 8 326
1925 6 8 12 1174 671 341 9 14 12 857 3 115 9 262
1926 5 1 11 3 1179 280 803 8 34 15 1120 3 122 9 465
1927 4 5 10 4 1230 1082 693 9 39 15 1086 3 126 11 554
1928 5 11 10 3 1162 1 9 35 15 1032 4 177 10 450
1929 5 10 10 4 1 9 8 3 151 8 277
1930 6 4 14 14 4 144 8 328
1931 6 4 12 3 1120 596 1 8 29 15 814 4 163 7 450
1932 6 4 12 2 11 23 12 961 4 212 9 870
1933 11 1 1150 1 8 32 12 851 4 158 11 489
1934 11 1 1136 1483 1 8 39 13 805 3 123 12 1095
1935 12 1100 842 1 7 38 13 742 4 99 12 965
1936 11 1 1004 847 2 8 42 15 950 3 88 12 1045
1937 11 1 1059 1 7 58 14 4 93 12 1183
1938 11 1079 679 2 8 44 14 939 4 104 11 909
1939 12 2 964 880 2 7 49 14 857 4 170 10 1024
1940 12 1 939 791 1 7 49 13 916 4 111 11 1033
1941
1942 12 2 862 492 1 6 47 13 764 4 123 11 899
1943 11 5 859 886 1 7 50 13 690 4 159 10 959
1944 12 5 857 2 8 56 14 781 4 198 11 1040
1945 12 5 826 1182 2 9 64 13 817 4 216 10 1048
1946 12 5 896 1296 3 4 66 14 1023 4 255 10 1050
1947 12 6 917 1143 3 4 69 15 894 4 258 11 1089
1948 12 5 935 1243 2 3 61 16 868 4 230 11 1083
1949 12 5 1008 872 3 4 18 800 3 241 5 456
1950 12 5 1008 872 3 4 18 800 3 241 5 456
1951 12
1952 12
1953 12
1954 12
TTOTEt These statistics are not in every case complete. They have been gathered largely from the
annual reports published by the American Friends Board of Missions,
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